
AGENDA 
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

SIGMA DELTA CHI FOUNDATION 
TIME: 9:00A.M.  
APRIL 19, 2015 

SKYLINE CLUB, INDIANAPOLIS 
 
 

1. Call to Order – Leger 
 

2. Roll Call – Kirtley  
a. Leger 
b. Gratz 
c. Dubin 
d. Kirtley 
e. Aeikens 
f. Albarado 
g. Baker 
h. Brown 
i. Carlson 
j. Cross 
k. Cuillier 

l. Ensslin 
m. Evensen 
n. Fletcher 
o. Geimann 
p. Gillman 
q. Hawes 
r. Hernandez 
s. Jones 
t. Ketter 
u. Kopen Katcef 
v. Leeds 

w. Lehrman 
x. Limor 
y. McCloskey 
z. McKerral 
aa. Neuts 
bb. Pulliam 
cc. Smith 
dd. Walsh 

 
 

 
3. Approval of Board Meeting Minutes - Leger 

a. December 11, 2014, Executive Committee [page 2] 
b. September 6, 2014, Board of Directors [page 4] 

 
4. Report of the Treasurer – Dubin 

 
5. Pass-through Contributions - Vachon [page 9] 

 
6. Grants Committee Report/Recommendations – McKerral [page 10] 

 
7. Review and Adoption of  Budget for Fiscal Year Ending July 31, 2016 – Skeel [page 26] 

 
8. Update on Pulliam Editorial Fellowship – Gillman 

 
9. Programming Committee Report– Limor/Leger [page 41] 

 
10. Development Committee Report – Cuillier [page 44] 

 
11. Memorializing Dori Maynard - Leger 

 
12. Executive Session 

Legal Advice: 10 a.m. Call with Bill Culbertson (Baker Hostetler)  
 



 
 
 

13. Report of the SPJ President – Neuts [page 45] 
 

14. Report of the SDX Foundation President – Leger [page 48] 
a. History Book Update 

 
15. Foundation Staff Report – Vachon [page 50] 

 
16. Board Members’ Terms – Leger [page 53] 

 
17. Dates for Calendar 

a.   SDX Awards Banquet - June 26, National Press Club 
 
b.   EIJ15 – Orlando Marriott, Sept 18-20 (with NAHJ);  

SDX Foundation board will meet Sept 19 at 9 am 
 

 c.   SDX Foundation board meeting - New Orleans, April 17, 2016 
 

d.   EIJ16 – New Orleans Sheraton, Sept 18-20 
 
e.   EIJ17 – Anaheim Marriott, Sept 7-9 

 
18. New Business 

a. Bylaws 
 

19. Adjourn 



 
 

The Sigma Delta Chi Foundation 
 

Board of Directors Meeting 
 

Date: Sunday, April 19 
Time: 9 a.m. – Noon 

Indianapolis 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Founded in 1961, the Sigma Delta Chi Foundation is dedicated 
to ensuring that those who carry on the tradition of a free 
press are prepared for the challenge. Its goal is to support 

the educational programs of the Society of Professional 
Journalists and to serve the professional needs of 

journalists and students pursuing careers in journalism. 



 

 

MINUTES 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

SIGMA DELTA CHI FOUNDATION 
DECEMBER 11, 2014 
CONFERENCE CALL 

 
MEETING CALLED TO ORDER 
The meeting of the Executive Committee of the Sigma Delta Chi Foundation was called to order 
at 3 p.m. ET on Thursday, December 11, 2014 via conference call.  
 
Those present were: President Robert Leger, Secretary Jane Kirtley, Treasurer Howard Dubin 
and at-large members Steve Geimann, Hagit Limor and Gordon “Mac” McKerral. 
 
Staff members present for the meeting were Executive Director Joe Skeel and bookkeeper Sarah 
Beck. Representing Greenwalt CPAs were Amanda Meko and Jennifer McVeigh.   
 
FISCAL YEAR 2014 AUDIT 
The purpose of the meeting was to consider the draft of the Fiscal Year 2014 audited financials.  
 
Meko shared that it was a “dull” audit, which is good for an organization. The independent 
accounting team found no misstatements or errors while completing the audit. The SDX 
Foundation adopted no new accounting policies and didn’t change any existing policies.  
 
Dubin asked if there were any IRS changes that may have affected the audit. Meko replied no, 
but did share that there may be an upcoming change to the Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles statement formats. This wouldn’t occur, however, before 2016. McVeigh shared there 
may be a few small changes to the IRS990 forms.  
 
The accounting team returned a “clean” report, which is the best rating an organization can 
receive.  
 
McVeigh walked committee members through a few of the financial statements, specifically the 
Statement of Activities and the Statement of Financial Position. 
 
Regarding the Statement of Activities, McVeigh noted that when comparing line items from 
FY2013 to FY2014, the foundation had lower unrealized gains, as a result of the market. She 
also noted the foundation spent more from the Pulliam Editorial Fund. 
 
Skeel explained this was mostly the result of grants for the educational programs recommended 
by the projects committee. Those projects included joint programs with the National Press 
Photographers Association, Investigative Reporters and Editors and For Journalism. 
 
Regarding the Statement of Financial Position, McVeigh noted the amount due to the Society of 
Professional Journalists was significantly lower in FY2014 when compared to FY2013 ($52,349 
vs. $223,099). This is because the Foundation was timelier with payments to the Society for 
grants. In FY2013, the Foundation didn’t pay any money owed to SPJ for grants. This was 
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intentional, as SPJ had money to cover the expenses, and preferred for the Foundation keep the 
money to maximize earnings.  
 
The accounting team shared that the Foundation earned $1.77 per every dollar spent on 
fundraising. This was down from $2.18 the prior year. Greenwalt recommends $4-$5 per dollar 
spent.  
 
McVeigh explained this could be a result of the how the Foundation allocates time and expenses 
to fundraising. Skeel shared that staff isn’t as meticulous as it could be when it comes to 
allocating time between fundraising and management. This is because it’s often a grey area, as 
the Foundation’s key employee may be doing both at the same time – such as discussing a 
program idea with a potential journalism funder. When there is a grey area, staff has chosen to 
allocate time to fundraising.  
 
Leger asked if anyone ever asks about the ratio. Skeel shared that in his 10 years with the 
organization, he has never heard that question. Grant makers also don’t ask for that information 
when accepting proposals.  
 
Dubin recommend staff look closer at the allocations to make sure they are as accurate as 
possible. Others on the call agreed.  
 
Lastly, McVeigh shared that the Foundation has enough unrestricted cash and investments to last 
more than 12 years should it receive no revenue and all operations continued as is. The 
accounting team recommends 3-6 months of unrestricted reserves.  
 
Upon proper motion by Geimann and second by Dubin, the executive committee voted to 
approve the audit draft for FY2014.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
The executive committee adjourned at 3:24 p.m. ET on Thursday, Dec. 11, 2014.  
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MINUTES 
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

SIGMA DELTA CHI FOUNDATION 
SEPTEMBER 6, 2014 
OPRYLAND HOTEL 

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 
 
MEETING CALLED TO ORDER 
With President Robert Leger presiding, the meeting of the board of directors of the Sigma 
Delta Chi Foundation was called to order at 9:03 a.m. Saturday, September 6 at the 
Opryland Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee. 
 
ROLL CALL 
In addition to Leger, the following board members were present: Vice President Irwin 
Gratz; Secretary Jane Kirtley; Treasurer Howard Dubin; Directors Dave Aeikens, Sonny 
Albarado, Fred Brown, David Carlson, Al Cross, Dave Cuillier, John Ensslin, Jay Evensen, 
Paul Fletcher, Steve Geimann, Todd Gillman, Tony Hernandez, Bill Ketter, Sue Kopen 
Katcef, Al Leeds, Sally Lehrman, Hagit Limor, Bill McCloskey, Gordon “Mac” McKerral, 
Dana Neuts and Kevin Smith. 
 
Staff members present included Executive Director Joe Skeel, Associate Executive Director 
Chris Vachon and Communication Strategist Jennifer Royer.  
 
MINUTES 
Upon proper motion and second by Aeikens and Dubin, respectively, the board 
approved the meeting minutes from April 27, 2014.  
 
SDX FOUNDATION PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
SDX Foundation President Leger reported that despite the recent dip in the stock market, the 
foundation’s portfolio rose 3 percent for the year.  
 
Leger provided updates on the 2012 and 2013 Pulliam Editorial Fellowship projects: 
Sandra Shea, of the Philadelphia Daily News and the 2012 recipient, completed her project 
on poverty and the project is linked from spj.org. 
The Connecticut Post’s Hugh Bailey, the 2013 recipient, completed his eight month 
sabbatical researching ways to reclaim abandoned industrial areas. The projects is scheduled 
to run as a three-part series in September 2014.  
 
STREAMLINING OF SPJ AND SDX FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES/RESPONSIBILITIES 
Leger provided a brief recap of the process since April 2014.  
 
The foundation becomes an operating foundation rather than a supporting foundation. The 
focus of the foundation shifts to take ownership of the educational programming. Staff 
would present ideas to the programming committee. Budgets for both groups will change, 
but the changes won’t have a negative implications to either group.  
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The group discussed the make-up of the board as well as the roles and responsibilities of the 
board. Should the board be smaller? Are there foundations out there with similar models? Is 
there a structure that can be created for past presidents who want to stay in the loop? 
 
Upon proper motion and second by Carlson and Cross, respectively, the board voted 
to direct staff to prepare for the transition of the foundation taking over educational 
programming from SPJ, including Quill, by preparing a budget and a proposal to 
outside funders by April 1, 2015.  
 
Ketter called to question. Vote on call to question passes unanimously. Motion passes.  
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR EVALUATION 
Upon proper motion and second by Fletcher and Albarado, respectively, the board 
voted to go into executive session at 10:55 a.m.  
 
Upon proper motion and second by Geimann and McCloskey, respectively, the board 
voted to exit executive session at 11:05 a.m. 
 
HISTORY BOOK UPDATE 
Jim Schuette from Marion Street Press joined the meeting to discuss the progress of the 
history book. Jim said there are 16 chapters in the book and that chapter one would be ready 
to be reviewed the week following the conference. Jim indicated he is anxious to get the 
book completed and that he needs assistance from members.  
 
SPJ PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
SPJ President Dave Cuillier reported that at the SPJ board meeting on September 4, 2014, 
the board launched an endowed advocacy fund with $75,000 from the Legal Defense Fund. 
Additionally, the SPJ board voted to create a policy that would move excess funds from the 
SPJ operating budget in the endowed advocacy fund at the end of each fiscal year.  
 
Also at the SPJ board meeting, there was discussion about holding the annual spring board 
meeting somewhere other than Indianapolis beginning in 2016. Some foundation board 
members shared that cost is a more important factor than location regarding future locations.  
 
TREASURER’S REPORT 
Dubin reported that the Schwab brokerage accounts (not bank accounts) total $12,760, 273. 
54% is invested in mutual funds and closed end funds managed by others.  
44% is invested in individual stocks managed by the finance committee 
2% is in cash for financial obligations 
 
Of the 54% in mutual funds, 85% is invested in Vanguard, a low-cost company. 
Diversification is achieved by spreading the money into 12 different Vanguard funds with 
varying objectives. Of the 44% invested in individual stocks, the money is spread into 152 
companies with the average stock less than ½ of 1% of the portfolio.  
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PASS-THROUGH CONTRIBUTIONS 
The list below represents pass-through contributions that have occurred during the current 
fiscal year. These pass-through contributions are allowed under IRS rules because they fall 
in line with the Foundation’s charitable purpose: Education and recognizing journalism 
excellence. 
Gannett Foundation to SPJ for EIJ14 Support   $10,000 
Wall Street Journal to SPJ for SDX Awards Banquet Support $5,000 
 
Upon proper motion and second by McCloskey and Limor, respectively, the board 
approved the pass-through contributions outlined above.  
 
HIGH SCHOOL ESSAY CONTEST 
Associate Executive Director Vachon proposed that the foundation partner with Journalism 
Education Association (JEA) on the high school essay contest. The reasons for the proposed 
partnership are that contest is a time-consuming program for staff; SPJ’s audience is 
typically not high school students/advisers; and interest from SPJ chapters in judging the 
essays has declined over the years.  
 
JEA is willing to manage the judging of the contest. In addition, they are interested in 
making a bigger splash of the winners than SPJ/SDX Foundation has done in the past. Both 
groups will market the program and the foundation will continue to provide $1,800 in prize 
money to the award winners.  
 
Upon proper motion and second by Geimann and Smith, respectively, the board 
agreed to partner with the Journalism Education Association on the high school essay 
contest for one year. Kirtley voted against the motion.  
 
PROJECTS COMMITTEE 
Committee chair Todd Gillman provided a proposal to the board from IRE and the New 
England Center for Investigative Reporting (NECIR) for $48,500 to conduct a second year 
(foundation funded year one of this program) of workshops, Watchdog: Raising the Bar. 
The program includes three two-day workshops followed by two webinars. In addition, IRE 
and NECIR would host several web hangouts and offer consulting services.  
 
Upon proper motion and second by Gillman and Ketter, respectively, the board 
approved $48,500 to IRE and NECIR for a second year of the investigative reporting 
workshop. 
 
FOI/First Amendment Group Funding Guidelines 
At the spring meeting, the board charged the grants committee with developing some 
guidelines for assessing grant requests that come from state and regional-based FOI/First 
Amendment groups. Below are the presented guidelines: 

x Programs/projects must be compatible with the foundation’s mission 
x Preference should be given to regional or multi-state groups rather than one state, 

though possible national impact in a very large state should be considered 
x Funding is not for infrastructure/overhead 
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x Preference should be given to programs/projects with multiple funding sources 
x Show evidence of partnerships with appropriate groups, especially with SPJ entities 

such as chapters and mission committees 
x In cases of “exceptions” to the guidelines, be mindful of setting precedents 

 
Lehrman suggested the guidelines incorporate diversity.  
 
Upon proper motion and second by McKerral and Dubin, respectively, the board 
endorsed the guidelines.  
 
BOARD MEMBER ELECTIONS 
The following slate of board members are being offered to the board for three year terms: 

x Fred Brown 
x Jay Evensen 
x Jane Kirtley 
x Dori Maynard 
x Mac McKerral 
x Sally Lehrman 
x Kevin Smith 

 
Upon proper motion and second by Gratz and Neuts, respectively, the board approved 
the appointments of the board members.  
 
OFFICER ELECTIONS 
The following slate of officers are being offered for the board’s review: 

x President - Robert Leger 
x Vice President - Irwin Gratz 
x Secretary - Jane Kirtley 
x Treasurer - Howard Dubin 

 
Upon proper motion and second by Ketter and Albarado, respectively, the board 
elected the slate of board officers. 
 
FOUNDATION STAFF REPORT 
Vachon reported that two new 1909 Society members have come on board…Dave and 
Jeanne Carlson.  
 
PULLIAM EDITORIAL FELLOWSHIP AWARD 
Pulliam Editorial Fellowship chair Todd Gillman reported that the 2014 award was given to 
the Boston Globe’s Farah Stockman. She will be taking the history of busing in Boston as 
starting point to spark a larger national conversation about race in America today.  
 
RAINBOW SOURCE BOOK 
Sally Lehrman asked if the diversity committee could send the RFP for the book out to 
interested parties and the board indicated that the committee was welcome to do so.  
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PULLIAM FIRST AMENDMENT AWARD 
Grants and awards committee chair Mac McKerral reported that the winner of the 2014 
Pulliam First Amendment Award went to The Associated Press for its fight against the U.S. 
government spying on the news media. 23 nominations were received this year.  
 
The board requested that the recipient’s body of work be put on the website each year. This, 
of course, requires permission to do so. It was suggested that a line be added to the 
application form asking for permission to post if selected for the award. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Upon proper motion and second by McCloskey and Carlson, respectively, the board 
voted to adjourn the meeting at 11:10 a.m. 
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MEMORANDUM 

 
DATE:   April 1, 2015 
FROM: Chris Vachon, Associate Executive Director 
SUBJ:    Pass-through Contributions 
FOR:  SDX Foundation Board of Directors  
 
The list below represents pass-through contributions that have occurred during the 
current fiscal year. 
 
A pass-through contribution occurs when a person or organization writes a check to 
the Foundation with the specific intent that it be used by SPJ national or an SPJ 
chapter. People and organizations do this in situations where they can only contribute 
to a 501(c)(3) or they are looking for a tax deduction.  
 
These pass-through contributions are allowed under IRS rules because they fall in line 
with the Foundation’s charitable purpose: Education and recognizing journalism 
excellence. 
 
At the board meeting, we will vote to approve these pass-through contributions: 
 
Scripps Howard Foundation for Scripps Leadership Institute $50,000 
Scripps Howard Foundation for EIJ15     $5,000 
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MEMORANDUM 

 
DATE:   April 9, 2015 
FROM: Mac McKerral, Grants Committee Chair 
SUBJ:    2015 Grant Recommendations 
FOR:  SDX Foundation Board of Directors  
 
The committee consists of: 
Jane Kirtley   Sonny Albarado 
Al Cross   Sally Lehrman 
John Ensslin 
 
Colleagues: 
 
Attached you will find a spreadsheet that outlines the grants committee 
recommendations for the 2015 spring cycle. 
 
In cases where grant awards have been reduced from the amount the grant sought, 
that decision was based on the type of activity the grant supported and what the grant 
would be paying for, as per its budget. It is the committee’s belief that with external 
grant requests (non-SPJ grants) in most cases the SDX Foundation should not be the 
sole funder of the grant. In my absence, Jane Kirtley can provide more information on 
those reduced grants if needed. 
 
It is the committee’s position that we should arrive at fair amounts for grants, and if 
we do not expend our allotment — as will be the case this funding cycle — that money 
can remain with the foundation. The stewardship role the committee members must 
hold to dictates that, we believe. 
 
Please note: 
• The RAW grant request from Michael Koretzky was withdrawn. He received from the 
Knight Foundation the full amount he requested from the SDX Foundation, Michael 
stated in an email to Chris Vachon. 
 
• The Stuart Fellowship Grant request was returned to the submitter for revision. The 
committee’s recommendation on the revised Stuart Fellowship Grant will be given to 
the board during its April 19 meeting.  
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Organization Name Requested Amount Recommended Amount
AMOUNT AVAILABLE $115,529.73
EIJ15 Educational Programming $85,000.00 $85,000.00
Reggie Stuart Fellowship Program_Diversity Committee $8,820.00 PENDING
Region 7 Fellowship $8,500.00 $8,500.00
RAW (Retired & Wired)_Koretzky $5,000.00 WITHDRAWN
Reporters Committtee $6,000.00 $3,600.00
Colorado Freedom of Information Coalition $8,000.00 $2,500.00
Tennessee Coalition for Open Government $5,000.00 $2,500.00

TOTAL $126,320.00 $102,100.00

BALANCE $13,429.73
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SDX Foundation Grant Application
=======================
Date/Time Posted: 3/23/2015 10:47:15 AM
-------------------------------------------------------------
Contact Name: Heather Dunn
Organization: SPJ
Title: 
Address: 3909 N Meridian St
City: Indianapolis
State: IN
Zip: 46208
Telephone: 317-920-4782
E-mail: hdunn@hq.spj.org
-------------------------------------------------------------

What is the organization's mission statement?: SPJ seeks to improve and protect journalism. We do
so by focusing on advocacy for First Amendment rights and training journalists in practical, skills-
based areas, with special attention to ethics, freedom of information and diversity. The full SPJ
mission statement is at spj.org/mission.asp.

What is the topic of your program/project?: Excellence in Journalism 2015 Conference
The Society of Professional Journalists seeks to improve and protect journalism through advocacy
and education programs in the areas of a free press, ethical standards and behavior, diversity in
journalism, and advancing journalistic excellence. The annual conference provides that quality
training through more than 60 professional development programs geared to the organization’s
mission and the needs of today’s journalist.

How does this program/project complement the society's missions?: The EIJ conference works to
promote the missions of the Society by offering the highest caliber of speakers and programs to our
attendees. Additionally, we need to provide the speakers with the resources they require to deliver a
first-class program. These speakers cannot always depend on their employer for financial support to
participate.

How does this project/program fill a gap that is isn't being filled by other projects/programs?: SPJ
does several training programs each year, but this is the biggest and most well attended. Support
from the SDX Foundation allows us to attract notable speakers and provide them with resources they
need for a successful training session.

What are the learning objectives for the project/program?: 1) To add high-caliber speakers to the
convention program.
2) To offer the best opportunities possible for convention attendees to improve personally and
professionally.
3) To provide the appropriate resources to speakers.
4) To communicate to potential participants the convention’s offerings.
5) To support the costs associated with the execution of an education conference.

Describe potential outcomes of the project/program: Impact is measured by the number of
registrants who attend the event as well as feedback collected on a post-event survey.

The best outcome we hope for is attendance over 1,200 and positive reviews on evaluations.

Address issues of continuity: The conference is fairly consistent from year to year as far as the
pattern and number of professional development sessions are held. Each year, the content is
adapted to meet the needs of an ever changing journalism industry. This year we will welcome back
conference partners at the National Association of Hispanic Journalists, who previously joined us in
2013. It will add more attendees, more speakers/trainers, and more high-quality, diverse
programming that will increase the staying power of EIJ as an in-demand conference.

Application Number:

First Name:

Last Name: Email:

Date Submitted:
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The SDX Foundation has supported the annual conference for many years and we hope that support
continues for many more to come.

Describe the organization’s qualifications to organize and execute the project/program: SPJ has
been holding national conferences since the early days of SPJ. We have a dedicated staff that
spends many hours preparing the details of the three-day event to ensure the Society is portrayed
in a good light and the participants leave wanting more.

Provide the timeline for the project/program: It takes well over a year to plan a successful
journalism conference of this size. The first steps are to secure a venue and dates that work within
the time frame leadership has identified as most desirable.

How will the project/program be promoted?: The conference is widely promoted using a variety of
methods, including:

-Digital ads
-Social media
-E-mails to SPJ, RTDNA and NAHJ members
-E-mails to non-members using a large database, tailored to specific audiences (reporters, news
directors, producers, etc.)
-Targeted mailings of conference informational brochures

How will the project/program be evaluated?: We will hold several staff meetings following the event
to break down every possible aspect of the event to see what worked and what can be improved on.
A survey will be distributed to all attendees to gather feedback following the event.

Other sources of funding?: To date, we have secured sponsorship dollars from Eli Lilly & Company,
the Knight Foundation and the Scripps Howard Foundation.

Provide a detailed budget for the program/project: Speaker Travel: $ 2,100.00
EIJ News $ 6,084.16
Lodging ($5,440)
Meal Tix ($1,500)
Misc Meals ($400)
Marketing $14,143.50
Postage ($1,250)
Printing ($4,866.50)
Lanyards ($1,257)
Tote Bags ($4,250)
Mobile App ($2,500)
Outside Services $ 28,754.82
Printers ($284.36)
Nextels ($997.66)
AV ($15,750)
Internet ($11,722.80)

Direct Costs: $ 51,082.48
Indirect Costs: $ 51,740.00
Total Educational Expenses: $102,822.48

What is the amount being requested from the Sigma Delta Chi Foundation? $85,000

-------------------------------------------------------------
Document upload method: Email documents later

Go Back  Delete
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retiredandwired.org
The problem

There’s no shortage of data journalism training programs. There 
is a shortage of data journalists. And especially a lack of diversity 
among data journalists – not just in race and gender, but even 
more acutely in age and geography.

Meanwhile, small publications can’t afford to embark on data 
journalism projects because of training and staffing costs. This has 
created a “data gap” between big and small media outlets.

The solution

We’re going where the reporters are, and we’re turning a negative 
into a positive: Train retired journalists in cutting-edge tactics.

The mediapocalypse forced thousands of journalists out of their 
chosen field before their time. We’ll give them a way back by 
crafting a data-journalism program just for them.

(Let’s face it, too many data journalism workshops take the 
Denny’s approach: We’re gonna serve you everything anyone would 
ever want! Problem is, that means nothing is excellent. Which is 
why no one eats at Denny’s on purpose.)
 
At the same time we’re training retired journalists, we’ll recruit 
smaller media outlets to dabble in data journalism. How? We’ll 
offer them interactive and newsworthy projects at the same 
freelance rates they pay for straight copy.

Whatever those paltry wages are, they’ll go right to the retired 
journalists. Over time, and with success, we hope to encourage 
small and mid-size media outlets to dedicate ever more money to 
these projects, since they’ll see tangible results on their websites – 
from actual views to time on site.

The plan

We’re quite aware of the failure rate of data journalism grants. Run 
by dedicated and talented trainers, they somehow fail to capture 
the target audience’s imagination.

One reason may be scope. No matter how committed a team is, 
trying too much can dissipate enthusiasm.

We plan to be more patient.

We’ll launch a pilot program in South Florida, a media market 
we know well, and which has a huge population of forcibly retired 
journalists.

We fully intend to fail. When we quiz the inaugural class on 
our targeted training program, we expect to hear many ways 
to improve.  When we recruit smaller media outlets to place 
interactive projects, we expect to face technical hurdles we didn’t 
expect, if that makes sense.

But we’ll learn and adapt, then expand RAW gradually, using our 
original team before training other teams to do the same.

The price

For the pilot project, we anticipate $1,500 in flight expenses for 
Lindsey Cook, currently in DC as a data reporter for US News. 
That brings her down here thrice. (We’ll shack her up.)

Cook and data reporter Chris Persaud will work with the rest of the 
team on a curriculum, and they intend to spend 70-80 hours apiece 
on this. We want to pay them minimum wage for their time. That’s 
$1,000 total.

While we already have projectors and screens through SPJ Florida, 
we’ll need to rent space at a local university ($500 per training ses-
sion, three in-person sessions). That’s $1,500.

The other $1,000 will go to cheap pizza at an initial recruitment 
orientation ($200), subscriptions to specific data software we’ll need 
for training ($500), and mileage reimbursement for our other vol-
unteers, some who will drive significant distances in three months 
($300).

Total: $5,000

The details

For both a briefer pitch and bios on our team, please consult  
retiredandwired.org. If you have questions, we’d love to chat.

    Michael Koretzky
    Feb. 20, 201517
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SDX Grant | Reporters Commit

bbrown@rcfp.org

2/18/2015 5:12:00 PM

SDX Foundation Grant Application
=======================
Date/Time Posted: 2/18/2015 5:12:19 PM
-------------------------------------------------------------
Contact Name: Bruce Brown
Organization: Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press
Title: 
Address: 1156 15th St NW
Suite/No: Suite 1250
City: Washington
State: DC
Zip: 20005
Telephone: 202-795-9301
E-mail: bbrown@rcfp.org
-------------------------------------------------------------

What is the organization's mission statement?: To protect the right to gather and distribute news; to
keep government accountable by ensuring access to public records, meetings and courtrooms; and
to preserve the principles of free speech and unfettered press, as guaranteed by the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

What is the topic of your program/project?: “Law Enforcement’s Evolving Surveillance Arsenal
(LEESA)—A Legal and Policy Guide for Journalists”

This grant would cover the production of an online resource for journalists seeking policy and
legislation information related to body cameras and dashboard cameras, which are increasingly
utilized by police departments across the United States and a subject of great interest to journalists.
The LEESA guide would focus on access to police footage for reporters and evolving investigatory
and privacy exemptions to the disclosure of that footage.

How does this program/project complement the society's missions?: The LEESA guide would be the
first comprehensive online resource investigating the legal and policy issues surrounding body and
dashboard cameras increasingly used by police departments across the United States. The guide will
educate journalists about this increasingly pervasive technology, document policies (or lack thereof)
governing its use, and clarify existing and pending legislation seeking to regulate this technology.
The ubiquity of law enforcement video surveillance brings to the fore tensions between government
transparency and individual personal privacy, as well as the need for a careful balance between
police oversight and the preservation of legitimate investigative techniques for journalists. The
question of whether, when, and how the public and the press can gain access to law enforcement
videos implicates cross-cutting constitutional issues related to First and Fourth Amendment rights.
The guide will be the first of its kind and will be conveniently housed online to ensure it can be
updated as technology, policy, and legislation changes.

How does this project/program fill a gap that is isn't being filled by other projects/programs?:
Technology such as body cameras and dash cameras are two relatively new devices in law
enforcement’s arsenal of surveillance tools. As police departments seek to leverage these
technologies for law enforcement purposes, questions are emerging about proper use of that
footage, including when, and whether, the footage should be redacted and released to the public.
Existing advocacy on the implementation of body cameras has focused on the promise they hold for
stakeholders seeking increased police accountability in the wake of killings of unarmed civilians like
Akai Gurley, Eric Garner, Michael Brown, and others. Cities and states that are hurriedly adopting
new video tools such as body cameras are doing so in an ad hoc manner, with patchwork rules and
policies governing access to the footage and privacy protections for individuals. Once again,
technology is outpacing case law, legislation, and policy, resulting in the implementation of
surveillance technologies without proper regulation or oversight. As police departments grapple with
privacy concerns, transparency, and the public’s right to know, journalists need to be armed with a
living resource that provides up-to-date information about the legal and policy debates surrounding
these new technologies. No open source, comprehensive resource currently exists on this important
issue.
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What are the learning objectives for the project/program?: The LEESA guide will educate reporters
and editors about the scope of legal and policy regulation of the capture, retention and/or
dissemination of data collected using new kinds of surveillance technology across the country. Our
goal is twofold. First, we intend to catalog the fast-moving local and state legal and policy
developments on these issues so that journalists can understand how it applies to emerging
surveillance technology. Second, this resource will ensure that journalists who seek public
information from these new technologies are not dissuaded simply because, in the first instance,
they could not obtain access to footage or find law supporting their access rights. By educating
journalists about evolving surveillance technology and legislation and policy, this project will advance
the goals of a free press and the core democratic values of transparency and accountability.

Describe potential outcomes of the project/program: The Reporters Committee’s most popular
guides enjoy anywhere from approximately 25,000 page views a year (for our open government
guides) to over 70,000 page views a year (for the First Amendment Handbook). We also plan to
leverage the completion of our LEESA guide to increase the number of downloads for our “First Aid”
application for tablets and smartphones, by including key components of the guide in the First Aid
app. The app has been downloaded over 2,000 times, but the addition of new content will provide us
with another opportunity to connect with more users.

Address issues of continuity: Since this guide will live online it will be updated continuously for a
period of two years. After that, we will seek additional funding to create a new edition of the guide.

Describe the organization’s qualifications to organize and execute the project/program: Advocating
for public access to information has always been a central part of the mission of the Reporters
Committee. We have published nearly 40 guides about freedom of information, court access and
other media law topics, including a comprehensive report on access to police records. The SDX
Foundation has graciously funded RCFP’s work in the past, including most recently, the production of
the second edition of The Open Courts Compendium, which will offer a detailed guide to court access
in the 50 states and 12 federal circuits when it is completed later this year.

In 2015, through a grant from First Look Media, we hired our first technology fellow to help us
develop resources for journalists on technology issues related to press freedom. Our First Look
Media fellow, who prior to coming to RCFP worked on the “Journalism After Snowden” initiative at the
Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University, would take the lead on the creation of this
online resource. With RCFP’s leadership in the area of access to information and our track record of
organizing coalitions of media companies and First Amendment lawyers alike for briefs, legal guides,
and other advocacy initiatives, the Reporters Committee is well qualified to take on this project. 

Provide the timeline for the project/program: The guide would be written by RCFP staff including, but
not limited to, our First Look Media Technology Fellow and our Stanton Foundation National Security
Fellow. We would also enlist other attorneys on staff to provide guidance, editing, and content as
needed. 

The project will occur in four phases:

1. Research: RCFP staff will identify surveillance technology used by police departments in 50 states
as well as policies and legislation regulating their use (or the lack thereof). 

2. Writing: RCFP staff will draft chapters for each state by the fall of 2015. 

3. Editing: RCFP staff will edit the guide to ensure it is consistent and comparable to previous guides
written by RCFP.

4. Publishing: The guide will be posted on our website in searchable form by late 2015 or early 2016.
It will be updated continuously for a period of two years.

How will the project/program be promoted?: The LEESA guide will be promoted through press
releases, social media, and write ups on the Reporters Committee website and in our digital
magazine. Additional marketing materials may be created as events warrant – such as a speaking
opportunity at an Online News Association or SPJ conference.

How will the project/program be evaluated?: As indicated above, we will look at user metrics to
measure the influence of the guide in newsrooms. Beyond metrics, we will seek evidence that
journalists using the guide have been successful in leveraging data for their stories and putting this
information into the hands of their readers.

Other sources of funding?: None.

Provide a detailed budget for the program/project: RCFP Staff: $5,200
Research and write chapters
Review and format copy
Publish on Reporters Committee website 

Marketing: $800
Promote through press releases, email, social media and digital magazine19
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TOTAL PROJECT COST: $6,000

What is the amount being requested from the Sigma Delta Chi Foundation? $6,000.00
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SDX Grant | Colorado Freedom

jroberts@coloradofoic.org

2/16/2015 6:17:00 PM

SDX Foundation Grant Application
=======================
Date/Time Posted: 2/16/2015 6:17:16 PM
-------------------------------------------------------------
Contact Name: Jeffrey A. Roberts
Organization: Colorado Freedom of Information Coalition
Title: 
Address: 1120 Lincoln St.
Suite/No: 912
City: Denver
State: CO
Zip: 80203
Telephone: 720-274-7177
E-mail: jroberts@coloradofoic.org
-------------------------------------------------------------

What is the organization's mission statement?: The purpose of the Coalition shall be to safeguard the
right of the public to information it must have to act reasonably in a free and democratic society, and
to monitor the climate in which state journalism (print, broadcast and online) must meet its
obligations to society. Additionally, the Coalition shall educate Colorado citizens that the protection
afforded by the United States and Colorado constitutions is a public right; government conducted in
the open benefits the public interest; and a free and unfettered press is vital to the democratic
process.

What is the topic of your program/project?: The CFOIC's blog and news feed: The blog
(coloradofoic.org/blog/) provides original reporting and commentary to keep Colorado journalists
and the public informed about state-and-local issues involving the First Amendment, access-to-
information rights and government transparency. The news feed (coloradofoic.org/latest-news/) is a
continuously updated collection of news stories and editorials on these issues from news
organizations statewide, other Colorado sources and the National Freedom of Information Coalition.

How does this program/project complement the society's missions?: The CFOIC's mission is to
promote freedom of information on a state and local level in Colorado. An important way of doing
that is to shine the light on FOI issues and problems such as the cost of obtaining public records and
abuses of public-body executive sessions. The news feed is a clearinghouse for these kinds of
stories, gathered from news sources all around the state, while blog articles are researched and
written by the CFOIC.

Since our 2014 application to the Sigma Delta Chi Foundation, the CFOIC has published dozens of
original articles intended to educate journalists, as well as the public, on FOI issues. In the wake of a
scandal involving the Pueblo City Council, a well-read article explained “The dos and don’ts – mostly
don’t’s – of using email for public officials.” We explained why Littleton Public Schools improperly
invoked a federal privacy law to withhold information on a student who opened fire at his high
school, killing a fellow student. We broke the story of a Denver suburb, Englewood, violating the
Sunshine Law by choosing its city manager in secret. We also reported extensively on another
suburb’s illegal use of secret ballots to replace a council member; a lawsuit on the matter led to a
change in state law.

The Colorado legislature typically considers several FOI-related bills each year, but few are covered
in the mainstream media even though they are of interest to journalists and civic-minded members
of the public. CFOIC reports on these bills and our website features a javascript “widget” that allows
users to track all aspects of legislation affecting the flow or availability of information in Colorado.
For example, we reported extensively last year on legislation that standardized fees for public
records. Recent blog articles focused on legislative efforts to make the state public defender’s office
subject to the Colorado Open Records Act. This issue is especially important as journalists try to
ascertain the cost of pursuing the death penalty against admitted Aurora movie theater shooter
James Holmes.

How does this project/program fill a gap that is isn't being filled by other projects/programs?: No
other project or program in Colorado serves as a clearinghouse for FOI-related stories and
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commentary and regularly provides original content on such matters. Members of the Colorado
Press Association and Colorado Broadcasters Association from all over the state rely on our website
and social-media feeds for FOI information, as do the major journalism nonprofit news organizations
in Colorado, the Society of Professional Journalists Colorado Chapter and journalism educators (not
to mention various civic organizations). Money is required to support this ongoing project.

What are the learning objectives for the project/program?: Part of the CFOIC's mission is to educate
Coloradans (journalists and members of the public) about their First Amendment and freedom-of-
information rights. Seminars, forums, an FOI hotline and the creation of online resources are key
ways to fulfill this objective. The blog and news feed, coupled with social-media platforms, also can
be particularly powerful tools that allow CFOIC to facilitate and contribute to an ongoing virtual
conversation about these important issues.

The blog also gives the CFOIC a platform to stream videos of our in-person forums, such as an
expert panel last fall on “Transparency 101: How to exercise your rights to information and open
meetings in your school district.” We plan to post videos of two upcoming seminars on criminal-
justice records and the gray areas of Colorado’s sunshine laws.

Describe potential outcomes of the project/program: The goal of the project is to raise awareness of
freedom-of-information issues affecting Colorado communities as well as access problems that keep
Colorado journalists from adequately reporting stories that are important in those communities. By
calling attention to these issues, and collecting them in one place, it may be possible to identity
patterns or problems that could be addressed systemically. For example, when we ran stories on the
email scandal in Pueblo, we quickly learned of other public bodies improperly "meeting" via email.

The impact of the blog/news feed project is measured, in part, by the CFOIC's reach throughout the
state and the organization's ability to connect with and help journalists and citizens via its FOI hotline
and other projects.

Since our 2014 application, the original reporting on CFOIC’s blog has helped to raise the
organization’s profile in the community. Several articles have been mentioned in Denver Post
editorials, and our following on social media continues to grow.

Address issues of continuity: The project is ongoing. We recognize that the funds to support it must
come from various sources, including other gifts and grants as well as membership dues.

Describe the organization’s qualifications to organize and execute the project/program: CFOIC
Executive Director (and principal blogger) Jeff Roberts is a veteran Colorado journalist, having
worked 23 years at The Denver Post as a reporter and editor. He previously served on the CFOIC's
board and also worked in the public policy arena at the University of Denver's Center for Colorado's
Economic Future. The CFOIC's board of directors includes two of the state's leading media law
attorneys as well as several other experienced journalists (e.g. the retired political editor of The
Denver Post, the Denver bureau chief of the Associated Press, an investigative producer at KUSA-
TV, the editor of the Durango Herald, the publisher of the Greeley Tribune and the president/general
manager of KDVR-TV/KWGN-TV).

From fall 2013 to mid-February 2015, we published 114 blog articles.

Provide the timeline for the project/program: The project is ongoing. A Sigma Delta Chi Foundation
grant would be used in calendar year 2015.

How will the project/program be promoted?: The blog and news feed are promoted by the CFOIC's
members, who include nearly every newspaper in the Colorado Press Association, many television
and radio stations in the Colorado Broadcasters Association and the Associated Press. The CFOIC's
membership also includes several civic and professional organizations: the American Civil Liberties
Union of Colorado, Colorado Common Cause, Colorado Ethics Watch, the Independence Institute,
the League of Women Voters of Colorado, the Professional Private Investigators Association of
Colorado and the Society of Professional Journalists' Colorado chapter. Colorado's major nonprofit
news organizations also are members: Rocky Mountain PBS I-News, Chalkbeat Colorado and the
Colorado Independent. Social media tools such as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn help to ensure
that CFOIC blog articles are distributed throughout the state and beyond. In addition, the CFOIC
regularly emails a newsletter of highlights from the blog and news feed.

A public service announcement campaign is planned for later this year.

How will the project/program be evaluated?: Page views are a way to evaluate the reach of any
website. By the end of February 2014, a few weeks after we had submitted our previous grant
request, page views on CFOIC's website totaled about 8,000. By mid-February 2015, page views
totaled more than 41,000, a more than five-fold increase. We plan to keep that momentum going by
continuing to publish original blog articles written by the CFOIC's executive director as well as
journalists throughout the state.

Other sources of funding?: Major funding sources (other than dues) in 2014: Singleton Family
Foundation, The Anschutz Foundation, Swift Communications, Sigma Delta Chi Foundation, Gannett
Foundation, Gazette Charities, Brett Family Foundation, Society of Professional Journalists (Colorado
chapter), Tom Kelley, Steve Zansberg, Peter Maroney, Bob Rawlings, Best of the West.

Committed 2015 sources: Singleton Family Foundation, Swift Communications, Colorado Press22
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Women, Tom Kelley, Steve Zansberg and Chris Beall. We have applied for new grants from Best of
the West and the Colorado Press Association Foundation. Other applications are forthcoming.

Provide a detailed budget for the program/project: The blog and news feed account for
approximately 40 to 50 percent of the executive director's time. A projected 2015 budget is included
in attached documents.

What is the amount being requested from the Sigma Delta Chi Foundation? $8,000

-------------------------------------------------------------
Document upload method: Upload via the form
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SDX Foundation Grant Application
=======================
Date/Time Posted: 2/19/2015 2:42:33 PM
-------------------------------------------------------------
Contact Name: Deborah Fisher
Organization: Tennessee Coalition for Open Government
Title: 
Address: P.O. Box 22248
City: Nashville
State: TN
Zip: 37202
Telephone: 615-602-4080
E-mail: fisher@tcog.info
-------------------------------------------------------------

What is the organization's mission statement?: To preserve, protect and improve access to public
records and meetings in Tennessee. Our mission rests on the belief that access to government
information, through open records and open meetings, is crucial in allowing informed citizen
participation in a democratic society.

What is the topic of your program/project?: Free hotline for journalists and citizens, and workshops
for journalists and journalism students. Through our hotline, we offer real-time assistance for those
facing public records or open meetings questions or roadblocks. Our workshops provide journalists
and students information, tools and case examples on how to use Tennessee's public records and
open meetings law.

How does this program/project complement the society's missions?: These two programs help
increase knowledge about the state public records and open meetings laws, stimulates interest in
holding governments accountable for following the laws, encourages more use of public records and
open meetings in news reporting, and builds public support and understanding for why access laws
are crucial in a democratic society. These programs also allow TCOG to track problems and trends in
compliance across the state -- information that can be shared during public policy discussion.

How does this project/program fill a gap that is isn't being filled by other projects/programs?: No
other organization in Tennessee provides journalist-specific training at this level on using the state's
open records or open meetings laws. Because laws in each state are different, and trends and
developments in case law are different, it is important that up-to-date state-specific expertise be
available through training and our hotline. Many media organizations have an attorney they can call,
but because of cost, prefer to reserve those calls for higher-level legal situations. Our hotline fills the
gap when a reporter is getting the runaround, or faced with excessive fees or undue delays, and
needs help quickly. We also assist in identifying additional resources when further expertise is
needed on federal law, such as the Student Law Press Center (FERPA), or when an issue might be
eligible for grant funds for legal costs.

What are the learning objectives for the project/program?: Increased knowledge of the Tennessee
Public Records Act and Tennessee Open Meetings Act, better skill sets and strategies for journalists
when faced with a governmental entity who is not complying, improved record requests that yield
better results, increased knowledge about the breadth of public records available to news reporters
and better understanding of citizen rights under the sunshine law.

Describe potential outcomes of the project/program: We project to receive 250 to 300 inquiries to
our hotline in 2015. After about a year without the hotline, we re-started it in 2014 and received 194
inquiries. We track the inquiries, topics and resolution in a spreadsheet, and were able to resolve
many issues, such as helping reporters or citizens get records that at first had been denied and
providing information that allowed journalists to shine a light on Open Meetings violations that
resulted in governing bodies changing their practices. We anticipate conducting 14-15 workshops or
presentations in 2015 primarily for professional journalists and college students who are majoring in
communications, but also some citizen groups, such as the League of Women Voters. We anticipate
reaching 500 people directly. We would like to reach at least one government group this year as
well. In 2014, we conducted 14 workshops and civic presentations, reaching 424 people. We
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measure relevance and effectiveness of our workshops through online surveys (SurveyMonkey)
after each event. Our goal is to provide information that can help with current problems, as well as
to promote understanding of why access laws are critical in a democracy.

Address issues of continuity: We fund these two programs primarily through unrestricted donations
of our membership and other grant funding. The number of workshops that we do is dependent on
funding, which pays for workshop development, travel, followup and time of our executive director.
We recently wrote and published a booklet "Keys to Open Government: A guide to Tennessee's open
records and open meetings law" that will be used in our workshops as part of the training. This
booklet was funded by a grant from the Tennessee Press Association Foundation. We plan to
continue both of these programs in future years, and plan to continue to expand our donor base, and
possibly develop programs for communications or government officials that could be self-funding.

Describe the organization’s qualifications to organize and execute the project/program: TCOG,
formed in 2003, has a 12-year history of providing training and expertise to journalists, citizens and
government officials regarding the open meetings and open records laws, Our current executive
director, Deborah Fisher, has been on board since November 2013, and has more than 20 years of
experience in newsroom management, including direct supervision of reporters as an editor. Our
board includes journalism professor emeritus Dorothy Bowles who taught media law and has
authored articles and educational information on open government laws, and attorneys who
specialize in media law in Tennessee. Our board also includes founding director Frank Gibson, a
longtime advocate for open records and open meetings in Tennessee who continues to provide
support, assistance and knowledge. Mr. Gibson is currently the public policy director for Tennessee
Press Association. Our relationship with civic groups, such as the League of Women Voters, as well
as with journalism department in Tennessee colleges, allow us to set up programs that are
appropriate for those groups.

Provide the timeline for the project/program: These two programs (hotline and workshop) are
ongoing programs and will take place throughout 2015.

How will the project/program be promoted?: We will promote the project and programs through our
website, an email newsletter, publicity at journalism conferences (broadcast and print), social media,
SPJ chapters, direct outreach to news organizations and colleges and networking by our board. In
the past, our training has generated media coverage, such as a session last year at East Tennessee
State University.

How will the project/program be evaluated?: We will evaluate the hotline by numbers of inquiries
and number of issues resolved. We will evaluate our workshops through surveys, including questions
about the relevance and how much information was new to participants. We also measure impact by
the number of media stories about public records and open meetings in Tennessee, and increased
accountability and adherence to the laws.

Other sources of funding?: We are seeking $1,000 in a Gannett Foundation Community Grant. We
also plan to apply for a $5,000 grant to help support these two programs from the Tennessee Press
Association Foundation.

Provide a detailed budget for the program/project: PROJECT 
Hotline for public records / open meetings issues
Total: $14,350
Staff salary: $13,750
Phone, admin, legal database $600
Workshops/Training
Total: $12,300
Staff salary: $11,000
Travel/mileage, admin, equipment allocation, printing: $1,300

What is the amount being requested from the Sigma Delta Chi Foundation? $5,000

-------------------------------------------------------------
Document upload method: Upload via the form

Go Back  Delete
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MEMORANDUM 
 
DATE: March 18, 2015 
FROM: Joe Skeel, Executive Director 
SUBJ:  Proposed SDX Foundation Budget for Fiscal Year 2016 
FOR:  SDX Finance Committee 
 
Included with this cover memorandum is the proposed budget for the SDX Foundation for the 
fiscal year ending July 31, 2016.  
 
GENERAL OUTLOOK 
The board of directors voted in September to take over management of SPJ’s educational 
programming and Quill magazine. As a result, this budget contains three new programs: Quill, 
Training Place and the Diversity Leaders Fellowship. 
 
Although the structure of the budget remains the same, the figures are quite different from what 
you have seen before.  
 
As a reminder, the Foundation typically funded the Fellowship and Training Place through 
grants. It also provides about $12,000 a year to Quill through the Quill Endowment Fund. Quill 
expenses are new to the SDX Foundation, but SPJ won’t be asking for other grants (Mark of 
Excellence support, for example) to help offset these new costs incurred by the Foundation.  
 
This is all being done for one reason: To streamline the operations between the SDX Foundation 
and SPJ. The Foundation will now focus on training (but still brand such training as SPJ). SPJ 
will narrow its focus to membership and advocacy.  
 
Despite these additional expenses, this budget projects a surplus $115,529.73 that could be used 
to provide grant funding for the annual Excellence in Journalism conference and requests from 
outside journalism groups. 
 
The end goal for this committee is to review the revenue and expenses, ensuring all questions 
have been answered (and any subsequent changes have been made). The committee will then 
recommend that the full board adopt the budget. 
 
Once the committee has come to an agreement on a budget recommendation, the amount of 
available funds will be shared with the Awards and Grants Committee. The Awards and Grants 
Committee will then evaluate grant requests and recommend to the board what projects to fund. 
 
Below are the highlights of how this budget came about and the end result. 
 
BUDGET PROCESS 
Associate Executive Director Chris Vachon prepared the preliminary budget for our fundraising 
efforts and reviewed our “traditional” programs such as the Pulliam Editorial Fellowship and 
Harper Memorial Scholarship program. Director of Education Scott Leadingham prepared the 
Quill budget and worked closely with Director of Events Heather Dunn to provide the Training 
Place budget. I reviewed all of these program-specific budgets with staff. Once I felt comfortable 
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with the numbers, they were inserted into the overall budget. I was responsible for budgeting all 
revenue and general management expenses (such as utilities, salaries, building maintenance, etc.) 
Several meetings were held over the course of several weeks to create the final draft. As a last 
step, Jake Koenig reviewed our work.  
 
REVENUE HIGHLIGHTS 
The Foundation now has seven revenue streams, up from four over previous years. They are: 

x Contributions/Grants 
x Internal Grants 
x Interest and dividends 
x Advertising revenue (new) 
x 4.5% of the rolling average 
x Quill subscriptions (new) 
x Registration fees (new) 
x Lease management 

 
Advertising and subscription revenue is a result of the Foundation taking over Quill 
responsibilities. Registration fees are those that we charge for our educational programming 
(JournCamps, newsroom training, etc.).  
 
Internal grants is a budgeting mechanism we created to more effectively keep our books in order. 
You will also notice that we have an Internal Grants expense account. This results in a net effect 
that doesn’t impact the bottom line.  
 
We created this mechanism to easily track money as it is moved from one account (FOI, for 
example) to another account (Pulliam General). This is necessary because Pulliam General is our 
operating account, and most expenses flow through there. 
 
Below is an explanation for each of the traditional revenue variances when compared to the prior 
year. 
 

x Contributions/Grants: This is a reflection of our individual-giving program. This 
amount has remained steady over the years despite different approaches. The small, 
conservative, bump represents additional funding we expect from the Kiplinger Program, 
in support of JournCamps.  

 
x Interest and Dividends: This is a reflection of the market.  

 
x Rolling Average: It was a good year.   

 
x Lease Management: This is the amount our friends upstairs will pay. In prior years, we 

didn’t budget for this revenue because we weren’t confident they would remain afloat. 
Although there are no guarantees, they seemed to have turned the corner and are more 
stable.  
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EXPENSE HIGHLIGHTS 
In addition to typical operational costs (employee, utilities, insurance, legal, etc.), the Foundation 
funds some of its own programs: First Amendment Award, Editorial Fellowship, High School 
Essay Contest, Internships, etc. And, of course, it has a few more now – as mentioned above.  
 
After subtracting these expenses from the available revenue, the remaining surplus is typically 
given away in the form of grants. 
 
I do want to discuss allocated costs, and how they work between SPJ and the SDX Foundation.  
 
In short, allocated costs are those shared between SPJ and the SDX Foundation. To arrive at each 
budgeted amount, we determine how much time (in percentages) that each staffer spends on each 
program. Time on each program determines the percentage that each program “pays” for a 
specific bill.  
 
For example, if 10 percent of staff’s total time is spent on Quill, then Quill pays for 10 percent of 
the electric bill.   
 
In the past, Chris, Jake, Sarah and I all allocated time for SDX Management. Because of the new 
programs being added (Training Place and Quill), Heather, Scott and Creative Director Tony 
Peterson now spend time working directly for the Foundation.  
 
Because there is now more personnel time directly on the SDX Foundation books, the allocable 
expenses (utilities, telephone, internet, office supplies, etc.) also increase. 
 
But, here is the important thing to remember: The Foundation has always paid for the majority of 
these expenses. In the past, it did so through grants. Now, it is doing so directly. The net effect is 
the same.  
 
I should point out that allocations are not a perfect way to budget. But, we do it in our case 
because SPJ and SDX share so many expenses. Trying to break down how much the SDX 
Foundation uses the copier, office supplies, telephone, lights, etc., would be nearly impossible.  
 
Typically, I would provide a variance report that explains the difference in expenses from year to 
year. However, nearly every expense account increased for FY2016 because of the new direction 
the Foundation is taking.  
 
For example, Consulting/Trainer Fees was $0 in FY2015. This year it is $12,500. Why? Because 
the SDX Foundation is now paying the trainers directly. In years past, this amount was rolled 
into the SPJ grant request – which was funded by SDX.  
 
At this time next year, we will get back to providing that expense variance report. For this year, 
the Foundation’s expenses are going up because it is paying more direct costs and giving away 
less in grants.  
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GIVING POTENTIAL 
This budget sets the Foundation’s expenses at about $866,643.14, leaving up to $115,529.73 
available to award in the form of grants. 
 
For discussion purposes, and to help this committee set its spending threshold for FY2016, SPJ 
plans to seek $85,000 in SDX Foundation funding for its annual conference. This is the same 
amount requested last year. This would leave about $30,000 for outside groups. In FY2015, the 
board approved $26,500 to outside groups.  
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Composite View

Proposed Budget Approved Budget
Sigma Delta Chi Foundation Sigma Delta Chi Foundation
FY 2016 FY 2015 Variance

Revenue Revenue

Contributions/Grants 47,200.00$       Contributions/Grants 42,250.00$   4,950.00$      
Internal Grants Revenue 130,768.70$     Internal Grants -$              130,768.70$  
Interest and Dividends 249,994.73$     Interest and Dividends 232,552.40$ 17,442.33$    
Advertising Revenue 1,500.00$         Advertising Revenue -$              1,500.00$      
Merchandise Sales -$                  Merchandise Sales -$              -$               
4.5% of Rolling Average 505,442.32$     4.5% of Rolling Average 483,068.93$ 22,373.39$    
Quill Subscriptions 10,000.00$       Quill Subscriptions -$              10,000.00$    
Awards Revenue -$                  Awards Revenue -$              -$               
Registration Fees 9,300.00$         Registration Fees -$              9,300.00$      
Royalties/Membership Benefits/Supplementary -$                  Royalties/Membership Benefits/Supplementary -$              -$               
Lease Management 27,967.13$       Lease Management -$              27,967.13$    
  
Total Revenue 982,172.88$     Total Revenue 757,871.33$ 224,301.55$  

Expenses Expenses

Salaries 239,261.80$     Salaries 130,784.50$ 108,477.30$  
Intern Salaries/Taxes 34,954.30$       Intern Salaries/Taxes 34,650.84$   303.45$         
Payroll Taxes 18,997.72$       Payroll Taxes 10,638.51$   8,359.20$      
Health Insurance 30,317.31$       Health Insurance 7,981.72$     22,335.58$    
401k Match 13,771.74$       401k Match 7,712.09$     6,059.65$      
Employee Education/Training 3,000.00$         Employee Education/Training 3,000.00$     -$               
Payroll Related Charges 2,125.14$         Payroll Related Charges 962.60$        1,162.55$      
Workers Compensation Insurance 502.34$            Workers Compensation Insurance 278.26$        224.09$         
Liability Insurance 4,930.54$         Liability Insurance 2,734.89$     2,195.65$      
Property Taxes -$                  Property Taxes -$              -$               
Utilities 10,009.45$       Utilities 8,388.37$     1,621.07$      
Telephone 4,250.29$         Telephone 2,256.45$     1,993.84$      
Building Maintenance 11,000.00$       Building Maintenance 12,500.00$   (1,500.00)$     
Capital Improvements -$                  Capital Improvements -$              -$               
Board Related Expenditures 5,518.00$         Board Related Expenditures 3,900.00$     1,618.00$      
Equipment Rental 2,121.77$         Equipment Rental 2,065.10$     56.67$            
Software Maintenance/Upgrades 6,994.93$         Software Maintenance/Upgrades 6,298.93$     696.00$         
Internet Connectivity 1,012.46$         Internet Connectivity 545.60$        466.86$         
Website Expense/Maintenance 1,517.96$         Website Expense/Maintenance 871.99$        645.97$         
Computer Lease -$                  Computer Lease -$              -$               
Depreciation/Amortization -$                  Depreciation/Amortization -$              -$               
Computer Services/Consulting/Maintenance 6,962.38$         Computer Services/Consulting/Maintenance 3,768.54$     3,193.84$      
Audit/Accounting Fees 13,400.00$       Audit/Accounting Fees 12,750.00$   650.00$         
Legal Fees 19,227.50$       Legal Fees 11,691.44$   7,536.06$      
Office Supplies 3,165.28$         Office Supplies 1,279.43$     1,885.86$      
Postage/Shipping 16,850.00$       Postage/Shipping 300.00$        16,550.00$    
Printing 41,044.99$       Printing -$              41,044.99$    
Employment Recruiting 363.13$            Employment Recruiting -$              363.13$         
Dues and Subscriptions 613.22$            Dues and Subscriptions 504.60$        108.62$         
Employee Travel - Local 4,047.89$         Employee Travel - Local -$              4,047.89$      
Employee Travel - Events 10,890.00$       Employee Travel - Events 3,500.00$     7,390.00$      
Merchant Fees/Credit Card Processing 500.00$            Merchant Fees/Credit Card Processing 500.00$        -$               
Investment Account Fees/Banking Fees 180.00$            Investment Account Fees/Banking Fees -$              180.00$         
Consulting/Trainer Fees 12,500.00$       Consulting/Trainer Fees -$              12,500.00$    
401(k)/POP Related Charges 1,052.45$         401(k)/POP Related Charges 572.88$        479.57$         
Contributions/Grants/Awards 110,648.26$     Contributions/Grants/Awards 112,359.30$ (1,711.04)$     
Internal Grants 130,768.70$     Internal Grants -$              130,768.70$  
Fundraising Expense 8,641.00$         Fundraising Expense 10,883.25$   (2,242.25)$     
Outside Services 24,236.62$       Outside Services 2,250.00$     21,986.62$    
Events, Meals and Banquets 17,342.11$       Events, Meals and Banquets -$              17,342.11$    
Facilities Rental 4,507.84$         Facilities Rental 428.69$        4,079.15$      
Marketing -$                  Marketing -$              -$               
Free Lance labor 30,096.00$       Free Lance labor -$              30,096.00$    
Participant Travel 19,320.00$       Participant Travel 2,050.00$     17,270.00$    

Total Expenses 866,643.14$     Total Expenses 398,407.98$ 468,235.17$  

Net Change in Assets 115,529.73$     Net Change in Assets 359,463.35$ (243,933.62)$ 
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SDX General Operating Expenses 2016

FY 2016

Board Expenses
Fund Account Item Quantity Per Unit Cost Total
Pulliam General Board-Related Expense Flowers/Tokens $500.00
Pulliam General Board-Related Expense Spring Board Reception 0 $0.00 $0.00
Pulliam General Board-Related Expense Spring Board Meeting Food 32 $24.00 $768.00
Pulliam General Board-Related Expense Fall Board Meeting Food 30 $40.00 $1,200.00
Pulliam General Board-Related Expense Board Books (annual) 0 $6.50 $0.00
Pulliam General Board-Related Expense Board Packets 0 $5.00 $0.00
Pulliam General Board-Related Expense President travel to SPJ Exec meetings 2 $1,000.00 $2,000.00

$4,468.00

Employee Travel
Fund Account Item Quantity Per Unit Cost Total
Pulliam General Employee Travel Convention 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Pulliam General Employee Travel SPJ Exec Comm Mtgs 2 $1,000.00 $2,000.00
Pulliam General Employee Travel SDX Programs 2 $1,000.00 $2,000.00

$6,000.00

Staff Development
Fund Account Item Quantity Per Unit Cost Total
Pulliam General Dues and Subscriptions AFP Membership $0.00
Pulliam General Employee Education/Training Conference Participation $3,000.00
Pulliam General Dues and Subscriptions Chronicle of Philanthropy $0.00
Pulliam General Dues and Subscriptions Indy Chamber of Commerce $0.00
Pulliam General Dues and Subscriptions ISAE $200.00

$3,200.00

Audit/Accounting Fees Projected 
Fund Account Item Quantity Per Unit Cost Total
Pulliam General Audit/Accounting Fees Audit $11,300.00
Pulliam General Audit/Accounting Fees 990 Filing $2,100.00

$13,400.00
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SDX General Operating Expenses 2016

Property Taxes $0.00

Capital Improvements $0.00

Bank/Investment $180.00

Merchant Fees/Credit Card Processing $500.00

Office Supplies
Fund Account Item

Pulliam General Office Supplies $500.00

Software Issues
Fund Account Item

Pulliam General Software Maintence/Upgrades iMIS Fund Raising Module License $1,000.00
Pulliam General Vocus 50% $0.00
Pulliam General

Computer Services/Consulting/
Maintenance iMIS Support $0.00

$1,000.00

Total  Expenses $29,248.00
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Average Balance for the Prior Rolling 4 Quarters as of 1/31/15
4/30/2014 7/31/2014 10/31/2014 1/31/2015

PNC - General Funds $36,769.86 $78,359.51 $62,298.38 $109,059.70

Total PNC $36,769.86 $78,359.51 $62,298.38 $109,059.70

Pulliam Gen - Charles Schwab $7,740,101.62 $7,632,701.90 $7,676,738.82 $7,507,957.35

Professional Development - Charles Schwab $781,139.29 $779,676.96 $784,992.50 $772,986.66

Archibald Scholarship - Charles Schwab $112,677.64 $111,783.64 $112,545.74 $110,824.44

FOI - Charles Schwab $567,880.68 $563,709.55 $552,207.01 $543,591.44

Taishoff Fund - Charles Schwab $81,262.62 $82,748.98 $83,313.13 $79,358.92

NCB - New England Pro Chapter $9,940.79 $10,122.62 $10,191.63 $10,035.76

Ethics Fund $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Dallas Pro Chapter $37,024.17 $37,701.37 $37,958.41 $37,377.86

T. Harper Scholarship $120,134.65 $121,773.01 $122,603.21 $117,444.73

Total Charles Schwab General Commingled $9,450,161.46 $9,340,218.03 $9,380,550.45 $9,179,577.16

Pulliam Editorial - Charles Schwab $2,824,224.67 $2,711,843.22 $2,707,167.40 $2,610,792.51

Quill Endowment - Charles Schwab $381,912.15 $376,652.12 $422,511.08 $449,050.08

Total Cash and FMV of Charles Schwab $12,693,068.14 $12,507,072.88 $12,572,527.31 $12,348,479.45

Per Balance Sheet $12,693,068.14 $12,507,072.88 $12,572,527.31 $12,348,479.45

Check $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Dividends Paid Pulliam General - Subject to Total Dividends

Cash Dividends Paid $45,285.85 $40,710.64 $30,105.99 $26,997.81 $143,100.29
Reinvested Dividends $22,461.95 $34,854.90 $19,859.50 $176,752.25 $253,928.60
 
Total Dividends $67,747.80 $75,565.54 $49,965.49 $203,750.06 $397,028.89

FOI Share of Cash Dividends Average 4.50%
Taishoff Share of Cash Div Prior Qtrs of rolling avg.

Balance of Cash Div Available

Pulliam General $7,776,871.48 $7,711,061.41 $7,739,037.20 $7,617,017.05 $7,710,996.79 $346,994.86 -$5,772.06 $341,222.79
Professional Development $781,139.29 $779,676.96 $784,992.50 $772,986.66 $779,698.85 $35,086.45 -$583.64 $34,502.81 To fund post grad communications intern
Archibald $112,677.64 $111,783.64 $112,545.74 $110,824.44 $111,957.87 $5,038.10 -$83.81 $4,954.30 To fund post grad communications intern

Summarized Total $8,670,688.41 $8,602,522.01 $8,636,575.44 $8,500,828.15 $8,602,653.50 $387,119.41 -$6,439.51 $380,679.89

Less Total Cash Dividends Per Above -$45,285.85 -$85,996.49 -$116,102.48 -$143,100.29 -$143,100.29 -$6,439.51

Quarterly Amount Subject to 4.5% Balance $8,625,402.56 $8,516,525.52 $8,520,472.96 $8,357,727.86 $8,459,553.21 $380,679.89
$505,442.32 Rolling Average Only

Rolling Avg. $380,679.89 $249,994.73 Total Cash Interest
Cash Dividends $143,100.29
Total $523,780.18 $755,437.05

Quill Endowment $381,912.15 $376,652.12 $422,511.08 $449,050.08 $407,531.36 $13,363.13 Interest Only is to be used for Quill 
FOI $567,880.68 $563,709.55 $552,207.01 $543,591.44 $556,847.17 $23,622.55 Interest Only is to be used For FOI. Included in PG Cash dividends
Taishoff $81,262.62 $82,748.98 $83,313.13 $79,358.92 $81,670.91 $3,484.74 Interest Only for broadcast speakers. Included in PG Cash dividends.

Dallas Pro Chapter Scholarship Fund $37,024.17 $37,701.37 $37,958.41 $37,377.86 $37,515.45 $937.89 2.5% as per CSF Agreement 
Terry Harper Scholarship Fund $120,134.65 $121,773.01 $122,603.21 $117,444.73 $120,488.90 $5,422.00 4.5% as per CSF Agreement 
New England Pro Chapter $9,940.79 $10,122.62 $10,191.63 $10,035.76 $10,072.70 $503.64 5% Per CSF Agreement

Pulliam Fellowship $2,824,224.67 $2,711,843.22 $2,707,167.40 $2,610,792.51 $2,713,506.95 $122,107.81
-$93,531.31 -$4,208.91

$2,619,975.64 $117,898.90 $117,898.90
$93,531.31

Total Assets $12,693,068.14 $12,507,072.88 $12,572,527.31 $12,348,479.45 $211,430.21

Total Assets Per Balance Sheet $12,693,068.14 $12,507,072.88 $12,572,527.31 $12,348,479.45

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Pulliam Editorial Interest and Dividends

Cash Dividends Paid $21,730.47 $22,877.45 $22,425.16 $26,498.23 $93,531.31
Reinvested Dividends $580.36 $584.20 $407.04 $1,093.33 $2,664.93
 
Total Dividends $22,310.83 $23,461.65 $22,832.20 $27,591.56 $96,196.24
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Proposed Budget - Direct Rev/Exp. New England Freedom Pulliam Professional Quill Pulliam Gen Pulliam Pulliam Total Total
Sigma Delta Chi Foundation Archibald Dallas Pro Chapter Terry Harper Pro Chapter of Information Fellowship Taishoff Development Endowment Training General General Pulliam 
FY 2016 Fund Scholarship Fund Scholarship Fund Scholarship Fund Fund Fund Fund Fund Fund Place Quill Fund General 
Revenue

Contributions/Grants -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       7,000.00$                 40,200.00$            47,200$                 47,200.00$        
Internal Grants Revenue -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          13,363.13$            117,405.57$          130,769$               130,768.70$       
Interest and Dividends -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               23,622.55$            93,531.31$            3,484.74$              -$                       13,363.13$            115,993.00$          115,993$               249,994.73$       
Advertising Revenue -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       1,500.00$              -$                       1,500$                   1,500.00$          
Merchandise Sales -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                   
4.5% of Rolling Average 4,954.30$             937.89$                           5,422.00$                      503.64$                         -$                       117,898.90$          -$                       34,502.81$            341,222.79$          341,223$               505,442.32$       
Quill Subscriptions -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       10,000.00$            -$                       10,000$                 10,000.00$        
Awards Revenue -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                   
Registration Fees -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       9,300.00$                 -$                       9,300$                   9,300.00$          
Royalties/Membership Benefits/Supplementary -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                   
Lease Management -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       27,967.13$            27,967$                 27,967.13$        
 -$                   
Total Revenue 4,954.30$             937.89$                           5,422.00$                      503.64$                         23,622.55$            211,430.21$          3,484.74$              34,502.81$            13,363.13$            16,300.00$               24,863.13$            642,788.49$          683,951.62$          982,172.88$       

Expenses

Salaries -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       90,742.75$               38,041.56$            110,477.49$          239,261.80$          239,261.80$       
Intern Salaries/Taxes 4,954.30$             -$                                 -$                               -$                               9,000.00$              -$                       -$                       21,000.00$            -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       34,954.30$        
Payroll Taxes -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       7,226.12$                 3,044.48$              8,727.11$              18,997.72$            18,997.72$        
Health Insurance -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       12,187.89$               6,229.47$              11,899.95$            30,317.31$            30,317.31$        
401k Match -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       4,999.64$                 2,282.49$              6,489.61$              13,771.74$            13,771.74$        
Employee Education/Training -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       $3,000.00 3,000.00$              3,000.00$          
Payroll Related Charges -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Workers Compensation Insurance -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Liability Insurance -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Property Taxes -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Utilities -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Telephone -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Building Maintenance -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Capital Improvements -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Board Related Expenditures -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       1,050.00$              -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       4,468.00$              4,468.00$              5,518.00$          
Equipment Rental -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Software Maintenance/Upgrades -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       1,000.00$              1,000.00$              1,000.00$          
Internet Connectivity -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Website Expense/Maintenance -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Computer Lease -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Depreciation/Amortization -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                   
Computer Services/Consulting/Maintenance -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Audit/Accounting Fees -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       13,400.00$            13,400.00$            13,400.00$        
Legal Fees -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Office Supplies -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       810.00$                    -$                       500.00$                 1,310.00$              1,310.00$          
Postage/Shipping -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       100.00$                 -$                       -$                       -$                       750.00$                    15,900.00$            100.00$                 16,750.00$            16,850.00$        
Printing -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       639.00$                    39,900.00$            -$                       40,539.00$            40,539.00$        
Employment Recruiting -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Dues and Subscriptions -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       200.00$                 200.00$                 200.00$             
Miscellaneous -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Employee Travel/Meals -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       4,890.00$                 -$                       6,000.00$              10,890.00$            10,890.00$        
Merchant Fees/Credit Card Processing -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       500.00$                 500.00$                 500.00$             
Investment Account Fees/Banking Fees -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       180.00$                 180.00$                 180.00$             
Consulting/Trainer Fees -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       12,500.00$               -$                       12,500.00$            12,500.00$        
401k/POP Related Charges -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Contributions/Grants/Awards -$                      937.89$                           5,422.00$                      503.64$                         500.00$                 87,950.00$            3,484.74$              -$                       -$                       11,850.00$            11,850.00$            110,648.26$       
Internal Grants -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               14,122.55$            89,780.21$            -$                       13,502.81$            13,363.13$            -$                          -$                       -$                       -$                       130,768.70$       
Fundraising Expense -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       8,641.00$              8,641.00$              8,641.00$          
Outside Services -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       1,500.00$              -$                       -$                       -$                       20,000.00$               300.00$                 750.00$                 21,050.00$            22,550.00$        
Events, Meals and Banquets -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       16,600.00$               -$                       16,600.00$            16,600.00$        
Facilities Rental -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       3,600.00$                 -$                       3,600.00$              3,600.00$          
Marketing -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                   
Free Lance labor -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       30,096.00$            -$                       30,096.00$            30,096.00$        
Participant Travel -$                      -$                                 -$                               -$                               -$                       1,050.00$              -$                       -$                       -$                       17,140.00$               -$                       1,130.00$              18,270.00$            19,320.00$        

Total Expenses 4,954.30$             937.89$                           5,422.00$                      503.64$                         23,622.55$            181,430.21$          3,484.74$              34,502.81$            13,363.13$            192,085.40$             135,794.01$          189,313.16$          517,192.57$          785,413.83$       

Net Change in Assets -$                      -$                                 0.00$                             -$                               -$                       30,000.00$            -$                       (0.00)$                    -$                       (175,785.40)$            (110,930.88)$         453,475.32$          166,759.05$          196,759.05$       
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Proposed Budget New England Freedom Pulliam Professional Quill Pulliam Gen Pulliam Pulliam Total Total
Sigma Delta Chi Foundation Archibald Dallas Pro Chapter Terry Harper Pro Chapter of Information Fellowship Taishoff Development Endowment Training General General Pulliam 
FY 2016 Scholarship Fund Scholarship Fund Scholarship Fund Scholarship Fund Fund Fund Fund Fund Fund Place Quill Fund General 
Revenue

Contributions/Grants -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       7,000.00$              -$                       40,200.00$            47,200.00$            47,200.00$            
Internal Grants -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       13,363.13$            117,405.57$          130,768.70$          130,768.70$          
Interest and Dividends -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                23,622.55$            93,531.31$            3,484.74$              -$                       13,363.13$            -$                       -$                       115,993.00$          115,993.00$          249,994.73$          
Advertising Revenue -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       1,500.00$              -$                       1,500.00$              1,500.00$              
Merchandise Sales -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
4.5% of Rolling Average 4,954.30$                       937.89$                            5,422.00$                       503.64$                          -$                       117,898.90$          -$                       34,502.81$            -$                       -$                       -$                       341,222.79$          341,222.79$          505,442.32$          
Quill Subscriptions -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       10,000.00$            -$                       10,000.00$            10,000.00$            
Awards Revenue -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
Registration Fees -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       9,300.00$              -$                       -$                       9,300.00$              9,300.00$              
Royalties/Membership Benefits/Supplementary -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
Lease Management -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       27,967.13$            27,967.13$            27,967.13$            
 -$                       
Total Revenue 4,954.30$                       937.89$                            5,422.00$                       503.64$                          23,622.55$            211,430.21$          3,484.74$              34,502.81$            13,363.13$            16,300.00$            24,863.13$            642,788.49$          683,951.62$          982,172.88$          

Expenses

Salaries -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       90,742.75$            38,041.56$            110,477.49$          239,261.80$          239,261.80$          
Intern Salaries/Taxes 4,954.30$                       -$                                  -$                                -$                                9,000.00$              -$                       -$                       21,000.00$            -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       34,954.30$            
Payroll Taxes -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       7,226.12$              3,044.48$              8,727.11$              18,997.72$            18,997.72$            
Health Insurance -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       12,187.89$            6,229.47$              11,899.95$            30,317.31$            30,317.31$            
401k Match -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       4,999.64$              2,282.49$              6,489.61$              13,771.74$            13,771.74$            
Employee Education/Training -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       3,000.00$              3,000.00$              3,000.00$              
Payroll Related Charges -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       805.99$                  337.89$                  981.27$                  2,125.14$              2,125.14$              
Workers Compensation Insurance -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       190.52$                  79.87$                    231.95$                  502.34$                  502.34$                  
Liability Insurance -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       1,869.96$              783.93$                  2,276.64$              4,930.54$              4,930.54$              
Property Taxes -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
Utilities -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       1,413.87$              592.73$                  8,002.85$              10,009.45$            10,009.45$            
Telephone -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       1,611.97$              675.78$                  1,962.54$              4,250.29$              4,250.29$              
Building Maintenance -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       11,000.00$            11,000.00$            11,000.00$            
Capital Improvements -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
Board Related Expenditures -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       1,050.00$              -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       4,468.00$              4,468.00$              5,518.00$              
Equipment Rental -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       804.71$                  337.35$                  979.71$                  2,121.77$              2,121.77$              
Software Maintenance/Upgrades -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       2,273.65$              953.17$                  3,768.12$              6,994.93$              6,994.93$              
Internet Connectivity -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       383.99$                  160.98$                  467.50$                  1,012.46$              1,012.46$              
Website Expense/Maintenance -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       575.70$                  241.35$                  700.91$                  1,517.96$              1,517.96$              
Computer Lease -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
Depreciation/Amortization -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
Computer Services/Consulting/Maintenance -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       2,640.56$              1,106.99$              3,214.83$              6,962.38$              6,962.38$              
Audit/Accounting Fees -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       13,400.00$            13,400.00$            13,400.00$            
Legal Fees -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       7,292.25$              3,057.09$              8,878.17$              19,227.50$            19,227.50$            
Office Supplies -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       1,513.64$              294.98$                  1,356.67$              3,165.28$              3,165.28$              
Postage/Shipping -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       100.00$                  -$                       -$                       -$                       750.00$                  15,900.00$            100.00$                  16,750.00$            16,850.00$            
Printing -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       830.90$                  39,980.45$            233.64$                  41,044.99$            41,044.99$            
Employment Recruiting -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       255.87$                  107.27$                  -$                       363.13$                  363.13$                  
Dues and Subscriptions -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       156.72$                  65.70$                    390.80$                  613.22$                  613.22$                  
Employee Travel - Local -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       1,535.21$              643.60$                  1,869.09$              4,047.89$              4,047.89$              
Employee Travel - Events -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       4,890.00$              -$                       6,000.00$              10,890.00$            10,890.00$            
Merchant Fees/Credit Card Processing -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       500.00$                  500.00$                  500.00$                  
Investment Account Fees/Banking Fees -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       180.00$                  180.00$                  180.00$                  
Consulting/Trainer Fees -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       12,500.00$            -$                       -$                       12,500.00$            12,500.00$            
401k/POP Related Charges -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       399.15$                  167.34$                  485.96$                  1,052.45$              1,052.45$              
Contributions/Grants/Awards -$                                937.89$                            5,422.00$                       503.64$                          500.00$                  87,950.00$            3,484.74$              -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       11,850.00$            11,850.00$            110,648.26$          
Internal Grants -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                14,122.55$            89,780.21$            -$                       13,502.81$            13,363.13$            -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       130,768.70$          
Fundraising Expense -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       8,641.00$              8,641.00$              8,641.00$              
Outside Services -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       1,500.00$              -$                       -$                       -$                       20,639.67$            568.17$                  1,528.79$              22,736.62$            24,236.62$            
Events, Meals and Banquets -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       16,881.46$            117.99$                  342.67$                  17,342.11$            17,342.11$            
Facilities Rental -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       4,239.67$              268.17$                  -$                       4,507.84$              4,507.84$              
Marketing -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
Free Lance labor -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       30,096.00$            -$                       30,096.00$            30,096.00$            
Participant Travel -$                                -$                                  -$                                -$                                -$                       1,050.00$              -$                       -$                       -$                       17,140.00$            -$                       1,130.00$              18,270.00$            19,320.00$            

-$                       
Total Expenses 4,954.30$                       937.89$                            5,422.00$                       503.64$                          23,622.55$            181,430.21$          3,484.74$              34,502.81$            13,363.13$            216,751.85$          146,134.78$          235,535.26$          598,421.88$          866,643.14$          

Net Change in Assets -$                                -$                                  0.00$                              -$                                -$                       30,000.00$            -$                       (0.00)$                    -$                       (200,451.85)$         (121,271.65)$         407,253.23$          85,529.74$            115,529.73$          
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SDX Programs Budget 2016

FY 2016

Post Grad Communication Intern Fund Account Amount
Pro Development Intern Salaries/Taxes $21,000.00 (Intern Salary)
Pro Development Outside Services $0.00 (Adviser Stipend)

TOTAL $21,000.00

Pulliam Editorial Fellowship Fund Account Amount
Pulliam Editorial Awards $75,000.00 Cash Award
Pulliam Editorial Awards $66.00 Large bent glass (Fine promotions)
Pulliam Editorial Awards $4,000.00 AOJ Luncheon sponsorship
Pulliam Editorial Outside Services $1,500.00 Judges stipends (3 @ $500 each)
Pulliam Editorial Printing $0.00
Pulliam Editorial Postage/Shipping $100.00
Pulliam Editorial Telephone $0.00 Judges Conference Call
Pulliam Editorial Participant Travel $1,050.00 Recipient to attend AOJ Conf ($350 flight/$500 hotel/$150 misc.)
Pulliam Editorial Employee Travel $0.00 Staff Rep NCEW event participation ($350 flight/$500 hotel/$150 misc.)
Pulliam Editorial Board Related Expense $1,050.00 Board Rep to attend AOJ Conf ($350 flight/$500 hotel/$150 misc.)

TOTAL $82,766.00

Pulliam Kilgore Interns Fund Account Amount
Pulliam General Intern Salaries/Taxes $9,000 (2 interns: 10 weeks at $400/week plus taxes)
Pulliam General TOTAL $9,000

Pulliam First Amendment Award Fund Account Amount
Pulliam General Awards $10,000.00 Cash Award
Pulliam General Outside Services $750.00 Plaque
Pulliam General Telephone $0.00 Judges Conference Call
Pulliam General Postage/Shipping $100.00 Judging Packets Shipping
Pulliam General Participant Travel $1,130.00 Recepient to attend EIJ Conf ($400 flight/$500 hotel/$80 banquet ticket/$150 misc.)

TOTAL $11,980.00

High School Essay Contest Fund Account Amount
Pulliam General Awards $1,850.00 $1,000, $500, $350 scholarships
Pulliam General Postage/Shipping $0.00

TOTAL $1,850.00

Archibald Communications Intern Fund Account Amount
Archibald Intern Salaries/Taxes $4,954.30 Combined with $21k 

TOTAL $4,954.30

Taishoff Speaker Fund Account Amount
Taishoff Grants $3,484.74

TOTAL $3,484.74

R.D.G. Lewis First Amendment Award Fund Account Amount
FOI Awards $170.00 EIJ registration
FOI Participant Travel $330.00 money toward travel

TOTAL $500.00
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Harper Memorial Scholarship Fund Account Amount
Harper Memorial Awards 1,200.00$       EIJ registration
Harper Memorial Participant travel 3,492.00$       
Harper Memorial Events, Meals 730.00$          

TOTAL 5,422.00$       

Diversity Leadership Program Fund Account Amount
Pulliam Editorial Awards 1,800.00$       EIJ registration
Pulliam Editorial Participant Travel 6,384.00$       
Pulliam Editorial Events, meals 700.00$          

8,884.00$       

Quill Fund Account Amount
Pulliam General Postage/Shipping 15,900.00$     
Pulliam General Printing 39,900.00$     
Pulliam General Outside services 300.00$          Ad Commission
Pulliam General Freelance labor 30,096.00$     

86,196.00$     

Training Place Fund Account Amount
Pulliam General Trainer Fee 12,500.00$     
Pulliam General Participant Travel 17,140.00$     
Pulliam General Employee travel 4,890.00$       
Pulliam General Printing 639.00$          
Pulliam General Postage/Shipping 750.00$          
Pulliam General Facilities rental 3,600.00$       
Pulliam General Events, Meals, Banquets 16,600.00$     
Pulliam General Office supplies 810.00$          
Pulliam General Outside services 20,000.00$     

76,929.00$     

Ethics Book promotion Fund Account $0
Ethics Awards $0.00

Beverly Keys Scholarship Fund Fund Account Amount
Beverly Keys Awards -$                

TOTAL $0.00

Dallas Pro Chapter Scholarship Fund Fund Account Amount
Dallas Pro Awards 937.89$          

TOTAL $937.89

New England Pro Chapter Fund Account Amount
New England Awards 503.64$          

TOTAL $503.64

TOTAL $142,398.56
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Sigma Delta Chi Foundation Expense Summary
FY 2016 Proposed Prior year Variance Grants and Awards Detail

Pulliam Editorial Fellow 79,066.00$   79,100.00$   (34.00)$                 
4.50% Rolling Average $505,442.32 $483,068.93 $22,373.39 Quill 13,363.13$   11,987.05$   1,376.08$             

Taishoff 3,484.74$     2,637.95$     846.79$                
Contributions $47,200.00 $42,250.00 $4,950.00 Dallas Pro Scholarship 937.89$        847.07$        90.82$                  

Terry Harper Scholarship 5,422.00$     5,064.73$     357.27$                
Lease Management $27,967.13 $0.00 $27,967.13 New England Pro Scholarship 503.64$        372.50$        131.14$                

First Amendment Award 10,000.00$   10,000.00$   -$                      
Interest and Dividends $249,994.73 $220,565.35 $29,429.38 High School Essay 1,850.00$     1,850.00$     -$                      

RDG Lewis First Amend 500.00$        500.00$        -$                      
Subscriptions, Registration Fees & Advertising Revenue $20,800.00 $0.00 $20,800.00 Internal Grant Funding 117,405.57$ -$              

232,532.96$ 112,359.30$ 120,173.66$         
Quill Endowment $13,363.13 $11,987.05 $1,376.08

Internal Grants $117,405.57 $0.00 $117,405.57 Other Direct Expense Detail 

Total Revenue $982,172.88 $757,871.33 $224,301.55 Accounting Fees 13,400.00$   12,400.00$   1,000.00$             
Board Related 4,468.00$     2,900.00$     1,568.00$             

Grants/Awards $232,532.96 $112,359.30 $120,173.66 Employee Travel/Education 9,200.00$     6,475.00$     2,725.00$             
Software Maintance 1,000.00$     3,500.00$     (2,500.00)$            

Allocable (shared expenses with SPJ) Expenses $46,222.09 $50,847.75 -$4,625.66 Other $6,860.00 7,600.00$     (740.00)$               
34,928.00$   32,875.00$   2,053.00$             

Salaries, Benefits of SDX staff and shared SPJ Staff $137,594.16 $157,116.83 -$19,522.67

Intern Salaries $34,954.30 $34,650.84 $303.46

Fundraising Related Expenses $8,641.00 $10,883.25 -$2,242.25

Quill $146,134.78 $0.00 $146,134.78

Training Place $216,751.85 $0.00 $216,751.85

Diversity Fellowship $8,884.00 $0.00 $8,884.00

Other Direct Expenses $34,928.00 $32,875.00 $2,053.00

Total Expenditures $866,643.14 $398,732.97 $467,910.17

Net Surplus $115,529.73 $359,138.36 -$243,608.63
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Fundraising

FY 2016

Revenue
Fund Account Item Description No. ResponsesAverage Gift Total
Pulliam General Contributions Fall Handwritten Appeal 0 $100 $0
Pulliam General Contributions End of Year Appeal 70 $160 $11,200
Pulliam General Contributions Tax Statement Mailing 0 $50 $0
Pulliam General Contributions Spring Handwritten Appeal 40 $100 $4,000
Pulliam General Contributions Join/Renewal 200 $50 $10,000
Pulliam General Contributions Leadership Giving 0 $0 $0
Pulliam General Contributions Random Giving 100 $150 $15,000
Pulliam General Contributions EIJ Registration Form 0 $0 $0
Total Revenue  410 $40,200

Expenses
Fund Account Item Description Quantity Per Unit Cost Total 
Stationary
Pulliam General Fund Raising Letterhead 600 $0.07 $42.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Note Cards 600 $0.19 $114.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Note Card Envelopes 600 $0.16 $96.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising #10 Envelopes 600 $0.14 $84.00

$336.00
Tax Statement
Pulliam General Fund Raising Letterhead 400 $0.07 $28.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Carrier Envelope 400 $0.14 $56.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Postage 400 $0.49 $196.00

$280.00
End of Year Appeal
Pulliam General Fund Raising Letterhead 4000 $0.07 $280.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Carrier Envelope 4000 $0.14 $560.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Reply Envelope 4000 $0.13 $520.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Postage 4000 $0.49 $1,960.00

$3,320.00
Spring Handwritten appeal
Pulliam General Fund Raising Note Cards 500 $0.19 $95.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Note Card Envelope 500 $0.16 $80.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Postage 500 $0.49 $245.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Reply Envelope 500 $0.13 $65.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Vendor Fees 1 $1,400.00 $1,400.00

$1,885.00
Thank You letters
Pulliam General Fund Raising Letterhead 400 $0.07 $28.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Carrier Envelope 400 $0.14 $56.00
Pulliam General Fund Raising Postage 400 $0.49 $196.00

$280.00
Grant Seeking
Pulliam General Fundraising Airfare 2 $350.00 $700.00
Pulliam General Fundraising Hotel 2 $170.00 $340.00
Pulliam General Fundraising Rental Car 2 $50.00 $100.00
Pulliam General Fundraising Meals 4 $100.00 $400.00

$1,540.00
Convention Leader Reception
Pulliam General Fundraising Food and drink 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00

Total Expenses $8,641.00

Net $31,559.00
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Share of Allocable Expenses: FY2016

Training Place Quill SDX Management Total

Salaries 90,742.75$          38,041.56$ 110,477.49$               239,261.80$          

Employee Education/Training -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Payroll Related Charges 805.99$               337.89$      981.27$                      2,125.14$              
Workers Compensation Insurance 190.52$               79.87$        231.95$                      502.34$                 
BOP Insurance Policy 1,869.96$            783.93$      2,276.64$                   4,930.54$              
Property Taxes -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Utilities 1,413.87$            592.73$      8,002.85$                   10,009.45$            
Telephone 1,611.97$            675.78$      1,962.54$                   4,250.29$              
Building Maintenance -$                     -$            11,000.00$                 11,000.00$            
Capital Improvements -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Board Related Expenditures -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Equipment Rental 804.71$               337.35$      979.71$                      2,121.77$              
Software Maintenance/Upgrades 2,273.65$            953.17$      2,768.12$                   5,994.93$              
Internet Connectivity 383.99$               160.98$      467.50$                      1,012.46$              
Website Expense/Maintenance 575.70$               241.35$      700.91$                      1,517.96$              
Computer Lease -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Computer Services/Consulting/Maintenance 2,640.56$            1,106.99$   3,214.83$                   6,962.38$              
Audit/Accounting Fees -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Legal Fees 7,292.25$            3,057.09$   8,878.17$                   19,227.50$            
Office Supplies 703.64$               294.98$      856.67$                      1,855.28$              
Postage/Shipping -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Printing 191.90$               80.45$        233.64$                      505.99$                 
Employment Recruiting 255.87$               107.27$      -$                            363.13$                 
Dues and Subscriptions 156.72$               65.70$        190.80$                      413.22$                 
Employee Travel/Meals 1,535.21$            643.60$      1,869.09$                   4,047.89$              
Merchant Fees/Credit Card Processing -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Investment Account Fees/Banking Fees -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Trainer fees -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
401k Related Charges 399.15$               167.34$      485.96$                      1,052.45$              
Contributions/Grants/Awards -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Miscellaneous Expense -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Outside Services -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Events, Meals and Banquets 639.67$               268.17$      778.79$                      1,686.62$              
Facilities Rental 281.46$               117.99$      342.67$                      742.11$                 
Marketing 639.67$               268.17$      -$                            907.84$                 
Free Lance labor -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       
Participant Travel -$                     -$            -$                            -$                       

Total Expenses 24,666.45$          10,340.77$ 46,222.09$                 81,229.31$            
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MEMORANDUM 

 
DATE:   April 9, 2015 
FROM: Hagit Limor, Programming Committee chair 
SUBJ:    Programming Committee’s Big Idea 
FOR:  SDX Foundation Board of Directors  
 
The committee consists of: 
Todd Gillman   Kevin Smith 
Tony Hernandez  Sue Kopen Katcef 
Rebecca Baker   Lynn Walsh 
 
The committee met by phone twice, once in January and once in April. The January 
call was a general brainstorming call. The purpose of the April call was to evaluate the 
idea outlined below that grew out of the January call.  
 
The programming committee is now looking to the members of the foundation’s 
board to look closely at the idea outlined below. The committee hopes that the board 
will poke holes, find gaps, supply constructive criticism and ask really good questions 
in order to flush out the idea even further. The committee’s idea is a work in progress 
and needs as many eyes and ears to evaluate it as possible.  
 
General Concept 
A full-time employee who could serve as a resource/trainer/adviser to journalists in the 
areas of open records, journalists’ rights and ethics. A 411 for journalists.  
 
What would the position look like? 
SWAT Team Approach (idea from Kevin Smith and from Frank LoMonte who referred 
to it as the J-Team) 
The trainer could serve as an on-site resource by traveling to locations where there are 
problems. This person could set up “shop” at a local coffee shop and let journalists 
know, through Twitter and other channels, about his/her presence. He/she could 
coordinate with the local chapter when applicable. Or, when problems arise, we can 
make the trainer available by phone, email, Skype and/or webinars. The trainer could 
work in concert with SPLC when a campus is involved.  
 
Workshops/Programs 
The trainer could be responsible for setting up programs in cities, with chapters and/or 
in newsrooms. Other trainers could be brought in as necessary to round out the training 
topics. Partnerships with other organizations could be formed. For example, IRE is 
bringing back its newsroom training program.  
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Dr. J. Hotline 
A quicker reaction time to email and phone inquiries regarding ethics (replacing the current 
ethics hotline process), a timely response to email/phone inquiries regarding FOIA (replace the 
current process of sending the FOIA request inquiries to the FOI chair) and a response to those 
looking for guidance with  journalists’ right  (SPJ has nothing in place). This person would not 
know the answer to every question, nor would he/she provide legal advice. When the person 
could not provide an answer, he/she would serve as a director/facilitator/connector to resources 
from other organizations.  

 
Listservs (idea from Lynn Walsh) 
According to Lynn, the IRE listservs are very effective and helpful. The trainer could manage 
newly created listservs or something comparable if there are better tools available.  

 
Webinars 
The trainer could initiate regular webinars on topics related to ethics, open records and 
journalists’ rights. He/she would either serve as the trainer or line up other trainers.  

 
Online Resources 
The trainer could: 
x Create, and keep updated, spj.org resources 
x Partner with other organizations regarding online resources, such as RCFP’s guides 
x Aggregate other applicable resources, timed with breaking news events. IRE, for example, provides 

data/record resources for reporters timed to specific events, such as hurricanes, bombings, etc.  
x Collaborate with the Journalists’ Toolbox (Mike Reilly) 
x Create Quill content 
x Develop online curriculum 

 
Marketing/Communications 
All of these resources will be no good if we don’t let the world know about them. The trainer 
would be responsible for working with the SPJ communications team to promote all of the 
resources outlined above. A marketing plan would be developed by the communications team if 
this idea gets to the point of being implemented.  

 
Branding 
The branding of this position would be key because it is important to communicate that there is 
an actual person doing the hotline and “at-the-moment” resource development so that journalists 
realize they will get a timely response. As a result, a name for the position such as: Dr J, the J-
Team, Mr/Ms Journalism, could be considered. 
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Does anything like this exist? What is missing from this list? 
Journalists’ Rights 
x State press/broadcast associations 
x RCFP – They have a legal hotline (how timely is the response?) 
x NPPA – They have an active advocacy committee 
x SPLC – They offer legal advice to the high school and college audience 
FOIA  
x State press/broadcast associations 
x NFOIC’s Knight FOI Fund – This is a litigation fund  
x SPJ – Inquiries are forwarded to the FOI chair 
x IRE - ?? 
Ethics 
x SPJ – Has a hotline, response time is delayed due to structure 
x Ethics AdviceLine 
x Poynter – Has “As the Ethicist,” not a phone line, but a write-in situation 
Article that illustrates available hotlines  

 
Points for Consideration down the Road 
x This position could not be a 365/24/7 type position. What would be the back-up plan when this 

person is unavailable? 
x Should this position look similar or look different to the IRE staff trainer positions? 

 
Conclusion 
The trainer could not only create and promote SPJ resources, but he/she should also work 
collaboratively with other journalism organizations in an effort to support one another and to 
avoid creating duplicate resources.  

 
There is not a one-stop-shop for journalists for help. In many instances, there is not a place for 
journalists to go to get timely answers either. As many journalists know, due to deadlines, there 
is not a lot of time available to seek out help when it comes to ethical issues, rights and 
responsibilities, and open records questions. What a great resource SPJ and the SDX Foundation 
could be to the journalism community if we could offer such robust support and guidance in 
order to improve and protect journalism.  
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MEMORANDUM 
 

DATE:    April 1, 2015 
FROM:  Dave Cuillier, Development Committee Chair 
SUBJ:    Committee Update 
FOR:  SDX Foundation Board of Directors  
 
The committee consists of: 
Steve Geimann   Bill Ketter 
Alex Jones    Russ Pulliam 
 
The Development Committee met April 7 to talk about directions in fundraising for the 
foundation. In attendance were David Cuillier, Robert Leger, Bill Ketter, Steve 
Geimann and Chris Vachon. The committee discussed the following: 
 

x Priorities. The group agreed that the No. 1 priority for fundraising is for 
training and education programs, particularly in building relationships with other 
foundations, donors and organizations. That means networking and relationship-
building to yield six-figure or potentially seven-figure deals. Secondarily, annual giving 
by members draws about $25,000 a year toward the $12 million foundation fund. We 
can continue that, but note that priority should be given to efforts that could yield 
significant donations. The group felt that the 1909 campaign for estate gifts can 
continue low-key as people reach that period in their life. 
 

x Coordination. Committee members agreed that the foundation should 
coordinate with SPJ in fundraising to avoid confusing donors and stepping on each 
other’s toes. As SPJ starts raising money for the advocacy fund and continues soliciting 
for the Legal Defense Fund, it should work with the foundation to avoid confusion and 
donor poaching in the future. 
 

x Helpers. At times Chris might call upon board members to assist her in building 
relationships with donors. She can identify prospects and open doors, but occasionally 
she might need seasoned journalists and longtime SPJ members to close the deals. 
 

x Donor identification. The committee discussed potential organizations to 
approach, such as those currently funding investigative reporting non-profits. Bill 
suggested we have a brainstorming session, perhaps at convention, to identify 
individuals and foundations that would be good partners for the foundation’s 
educational activities. He also suggested we invite key people to the convention for a 
summit or other activities. Chris said prospective donors could be invited to the 
convention leaders’ reception to get to know the organization. 
 

x Continued work. Dave said he would continue to gather more ideas from other 
committee members, such as Alex Jones. He has worked with Chris through the year 
as a sounding board for fundraising materials and donor strategy. He will continue to 
coordinate between SPJ and the SDX Foundation, particularly as SPJ seeks donations 
for the new advocacy fund. 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

DATE: April 6, 2015 
FROM: Dana Neuts, President 
SUBJ:  President’s Report 
FOR:  SPJ Board of Directors 
 
Since becoming president in September, I have learned more about the internal 
workings and external pressures of SPJ than I anticipated. Internally, we have 
made great strides in our communications, approved a badly needed tech upgrade, 
helped our communities grow, and expanded our partnerships. Externally, we 
have addressed tough issues including the FBI’s impersonation of a reporter, 
fought against the “secret executions bill” in Ohio and discrimination in Indiana, 
spoken out about press freedom following the Charlie Hebdo attack, criticized 
Brian Williams and Hillary Rodham Clinton, and commented on many ethical 
issues, including Rolling Stone’s flawed reporting in “A Rape on Campus.” 
 
I continue to be amazed by the amount of hard work, passion and dedication that 
SPJ staff and volunteers put in to make the SPJ engine run. You will read about 
much of the work in the committee and community reports, and I will summarize 
some of those accomplishments here. No matter how thorough I am, it cannot 
begin to do justice to the countless hours that are put in on behalf of our 
organization and the SDX Foundation. I want to thank everyone for their 
commitment to SPJ and SDX and their ongoing support. 
 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Since we first began talking about SPJ’s need for a communications strategist, I 
have been excited about the potential this position holds for helping SPJ fulfill its 
mission and shaping our place in the journalism world. We have been fortunate to 
have qualified, talented interns on board, but SPJ also needs someone who can 
think big picture and long-term, giving SPJ a consistent voice over time. Since 
Jennifer Royer joined the SPJ team last summer, we have made great strides in 
honing our message, reacting quickly, developing consistent processes and 
procedures, and being proactive in developing talking points, finding speaking 
opportunities, and planning promotion for upcoming events, among other 
activities. Collectively, we’ve had a few missteps, but with guidance from the 
board, we have tweaked our approach, and things seem to be running smoothly 
for the most part. Statements and letters since EIJ14: 18, not including statements 
we joined other organizations in signing. In addition, SPJ board members have 
done a number of interviews on various topics. 
 
COMMUNITIES 
You’ll see in the enclosed reports how our five communities � Freelance, Digital, 
International Journalism, Generation J and Student � are doing, so I will omit the 
details here and speak globally. What started out as a borrowed idea years ago has 
blossomed into an exciting, new way for SPJ to reach our members and beyond.  
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Each community has grown deliberately, allowing itself to morph organically into something 
that meets each group’s needs. The communities have grown so large that, a few months ago, 
Alex Veeneman, the acting chair of SPJ Digital, volunteered to be our community coordinator. 
Creating this position has helped me manage the communities, and put the communities in a 
sustainable position after my term is over. I am very pleased at the progress of the communities 
and excited to see their growth in 2015. 
 
ETHICS 
Following the approval of the revised Code of Ethics at EIJ, SPJ promptly posted the revised 
version online and had copies printed for sharing. The committee also began preparing the 
supplemental materials to accompany the Code. Andrew Seaman told me some of the material 
should be posted in time for the April board meeting. To date, the Code has been translated 
into French, German, Spanish, Chinese and Arabic. Next up, Farsi. Andrew is having the 
translations proofread by colleagues. Once approved, the translations will go live on SPJ.org. 
In addition to this work, the committee has been discussing program ideas for Ethics Week and 
EIJ15, Andrew has fielded numerous, questions and done a number of talks and interviews on 
the Code and ethics-related topics. The committee blog is regularly updated with topical 
information and opinions, and Andrew has been very responsive and helpful when I’ve had 
ethical questions or concerns. His input and support have made my job easier. He has exceeded 
my high expectations. 
 
ADVOCACY 
In addition to the activities in FOI chair Dave Cuillier’s report, Dave has been very helpful 
representing SPJ publicly on FOI and related issues, doing interviews, and proactively seeking 
cases and issues where SPJ can take the lead or join other groups. He has also continued work 
on the advocacy fund to make it a reality. He has been a good sounding board and been very 
helpful fielding interviews and commentaries in his areas of expertise. 
 
MEMBERSHIP 
While the Membership Committee has always had an important role in SPJ, how the 
committee can improve or enhance membership has been vague, making it difficult to have a 
significant impact on SPJ. However, Robyn Sekula has done a great job forming a diverse 
committee of passionate volunteers and laying out a master plan for 2015. Among the goals for 
the year: diversifying membership, marketing to students more effectively, reaching out to 
unaffiliated members, and improving retention. If the committee is successful with its plan, I’d 
like to see this serve as the template for the committee in the future.  
 
I had the opportunity to attend the region 5 SPJ conference in Louisville last weekend. Taking 
my directive that SPJ needs to be more diverse to heart, Robyn made a concerted effort to be 
sure the conference panelists and topics were diverse, including a panel on how to report on 
transgender issues and transgender related news and a “then and now” diversity panel, showing 
how attitudes have changed but still need work. The “then and now” panel was planned in 
partnership with the local NABJ chapter. I applaud her for having the courage to tackle some 
tough topics.  
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Also, on the membership front, Tara Puckey was promoted to membership strategist, allowing 
us to think big picture and long term, and Linda Hall has added more benefits to our 
membership package. Combined with our new communities, SPJ has much to offer current and 
prospective members. 
 
DIVERSITY 
Lead by April Bethea, the Diversity Committee has a few projects in the works, outlined in her 
report. The committee has been active on Twitter (@SPJDiversityNow) and the blog to 
improve our presence online. I am pleased with their progress, their responsiveness, and their 
receptiveness to new ideas. Co-chair and past SPJ president Georgiana Vines will represent 
SPJ at a diversity summit organized by UNITY on April 10.  
 
We are making progress, but there is more SPJ can and should do to become more diverse. 
Expanding our diversity needs to come from the entire organization though, not just one 
committee. One way to improve our diversity is to appoint journalists from different 
backgrounds to chair and serve on committees, run for board seats, and get involved in their 
local chapters. One suggestion made was for SPJ chapters to partner with organizations like 
NAJA, NABJ and NLGJA on programs when the chapters or members are in close proximity. 
This is more likely to happen in larger metropolitan areas, but it is something we should 
encourage and facilitate whenever possible. I would also like to add members of those 
organizations to SPJ committees and communities to help us learn how to better reach diverse 
journalists and make our organization’s leadership more representative of our membership. At 
this point, we don’t know what we don’t know, and that can only change if we are proactive 
and seek support. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Continuing the tradition started by John Ensslin, president-elect Paul Fletcher and secretary-
treasurer Lynn Walsh and I meet regularly by phone to talk about our individual projects, SPJ 
issues and concerns, topical journalism news, the year ahead and more. Both have been 
extremely helpful and supportive, and I am grateful for their guidance and assistance.  
 
Paul is always willing to lend his opinion when asked. His legal expertise and journalism 
experience help give a balanced perspective to many issues. Lynn has been quick to volunteer 
to take on a number of important tasks including minor things like keeping track of regional 
conferences and scheduling our calls to major initiatives like making recommendations for our 
awards and honors procedures and transforming a lackluster job bank into a career center. 
There are countless others, including members of our board, who have offered input, support 
and guidance and who have volunteered for projects. Thanks to you all.  
 
SUMMARY 
Overall, I am pleased with the first seven months of this SPJ year. There is much work to be 
done, and now that I have a better sense for the work flow and responsibilities involved in my 
role, I hope to be more proactive and strategic as we move toward EIJ15. Thank you for your 
support. I look forward to the next five months. 
 
~ Dana Neuts, SPJ President 
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MEMORANDUM 

 
DATE:  April 1, 2015 
FROM:  Robert Leger, SDX Foundation president 
SUBJ:    President’s Report 
FOR:  SDX Foundation Board of Directors  
 
In a strictly financial sense, whether the Foundation has a good year or not depends 
on the stock market. By that marker, our holdings are at $ 12.3 million as of January 
31, up by 3 percent from January 31, 2014.  
 
But that’s not the only way to measure success. Last year’s Pulliam Fellow produced a 
tremendous piece of journalism on creative uses for abandoned manufacturing and 
warehouse districts. The recipients of our grants improved journalism by providing 
innovative resource materials and training programs or strengthening associations 
that advance the cause of open government.  
 
The Transition 
Our transition to being a foundation that produces educational programming is 
coming along well. The budget penciled out. The programming committee is 
developing an exciting idea to present to funders. The development committee is on 
the verge of being fully engaged. You’ll hear the details at our meeting. I’m excited 
about the progress we’re making. 
 
It comes step by step. The work that has already started needs to continue, further 
fleshing out details. And there is more to tackle.  
 
On the to-do list: 
 

x Who decides the fulcrum?  
 
The point of our transition is to allow SPJ to focus its energies on advocacy; the 
foundation to focus on education.  
 
In the past, we made multiple grants to SPJ. Now, we make a single grant for the 
convention. The amount of that grant directly affects the bottom line of each 
organization, determining how much SPJ has for advocacy and how much SDX has for 
grants or its own programming.  
 
The executive director, in the budgets that he presents to both groups, essentially 
determines the balance. (The budget for 2016 projects an SPJ surplus of about 
$40,000; SDX had a surplus of about $30,000 available for outside grants.) Should that 
continue to be our practice? Should volunteers be involved, either the officers or 
executive committees? Is it a question for the finance committees?  
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x A change in the SPJ bylaws to give SDX a role in hiring/firing the executive director.  
 
We could vote at this meeting to ask SPJ to initiate the process of making this revision. SPJ exec, 
at its June meeting, could refer an amendment to the delegates in Orlando. 
 
Article 12 of the SPJ bylaws gives the SPJ board the authority to hire an executive director to 
“carry out the policies set forth by the convention, president and board of directors.” The 
executive director serves at the pleasure of the SPJ board.  
 
The SDX bylaws specify that the SPJ executive director “shall serve as a nonvoting Assistant 
Secretary/Assistant Treasurer of the Foundation Board. He or she shall be responsible for the 
administration and investment operations and activities of the Foundation, subject to policies 
of the Board of Directors of the Foundation.” 
 

x SDX bylaws. 
 
While we’re at it, it makes sense to give our own bylaws a review. If you’re interested in being 
on an ad hoc committee for this purpose, please let me know.  
 

x The future of Quill.  
 
Should it continue to be a print magazine, or should we join the crowd converting to online-
only production? I see this as a longer term question, something for Fred Brown’s committee to 
bring as a recommendation at one of our 2016 meetings.  
 
Dori 
There is an empty seat at our board table for this meeting. Dori Maynard’s death is a loss for 
our board and for journalism. We’ve all expressed our thoughts, many of you most eloquently. I 
will miss her passion and her counsel. 
 
Thank you 
Finally, thank you for the time, talent and energy you devote to SDX. We succeed in doing our 
part in improving and protecting journalism only because of your efforts. 
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MEMORANDUM 

DATE: April 1, 2015 
FROM: Chris Vachon, Associate Executive Director 
SUBJ: Foundation Staff Report  
FOR: SDX Foundation Board of Directors 
 

FUNDRAISING 

Year-to-Year Figures 
From April 1, 2014 to April 1, 2015, $25,684 was contributed to the Foundation. 
The average gift is $68. For comparison purposes, $23,237 was donated during 
the same time frame the previous year.  We are a few folks shy of 100% giving by 
the Foundation and SPJ board members. I send periodic reminders to those 
folks.  
 
Handwritten Appeal 
The annual appeal is kicking off this month. As a result, it is too soon to report 
any worthwhile information.  
 
Year-end Appeal 
The 2014 year end appeal resulted in contributions totaling $8,370. Last year's 
end-of-year appeal generated $8,837.  
 
Monthly Giving Program 
I continue to encourage board members to consider the option of contributing 
through automatic, monthly donations. Thus far, the following have joined the 
Monthly Giving Program: Dave Cuillier, Joe Skeel, Tony Hernandez and Amanda 
Womac.  
 
1909 Society  
Those who joined in 2014 were: 

x Robert Leger     
x Jeanne Carlson 
x Dave Carlson 
x Richard Holman 

Those who may join in 2015 are: 
x Paul Davis  
x Eleanor Lynch 
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I have implemented a new process in which three months after a donation, the contributor 
receives a letter promoting the 1909 Society along with lifetime memberships and the monthly 
giving program.  
 
Individual Donor Contact 
I had some contact with a member since 1963. I requested a meeting with him while I was in 
Atlanta (he resides in Atlanta). He politely declined my invitation. With the help of development 
committee chair Dave Cuillier, I am preparing a dossier of the gentleman and then Dave and I 
will work together to come up with a plan in order to try to schedule another meeting.  
 
Partnerships  
The Kiplinger Program returned to partner on several JournCamps, specifically, the programs in 
Miami (Nov 2014) and New York (June 2015).  Additionally, Kiplinger is interested in discussing 
partnerships for future JournCamps. 
 
Through an introduction at a JournCamp to a Knight Foundation staffer (who has been an SPJ 
member since 2010), a dialogue ensued and it resulted in a $30,000 EIJ15 sponsorship.  
 
PROGRAMS 

Pulliam Editorial Fellowship 
The work of the 2013 recipient, Hugh Bailey, was published by his employer and promoted by 
SPJ.  
Robert presented the 2014 recipient, Boston Globe’s Farah Stockman, with her award at the 
AOJ conference in October in Mobile, Ala. Committee chair Todd Gillman will provide an update 
on her progress.  
The due date for 2015 submissions is June 22.  
 
Pulliam First Amendment Award 
The due date for 2015 submissions is June 22.  
 
Diversity Leadership Program 
A list of past diversity fellows, who are still members, has been supplied to SPJ nominations 
chair Sonny Albarado. Sonny may be contacting them encouraging them to run for the SPJ 
board.  
The due date for the 2015 applications is May 12.  
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Harper Scholarships 
The due date for the 2015 applications is May 12.  
Lee Ann Harper would like to continue hosting a reception at EIJ for scholarship recipient and 
for those who knew Terry.  
 
IRE/NECIR Watchdog Workshops 
From our second round of funding, IRE/NECIR has planned three 2015 workshops: LA in April, 
Nebraska in May and Atlanta in June. They changed one key requirement for applicants. They 
now require that applicants pitch one specific project that they want to work on in connection 
with the program (last year they were asked for general story ideas and no commitment was 
included). IRE/NECIR believe this will give them an even stronger group of participants, but it 
may be knocking some applicants out. This is something they will evaluate afterwards. 
 
MANAGEMENT 
 
Database  
The new database upgrade will capture members’ birthdays. This will be very advantageous to 
1909 Society, and general, solicitations. 
 
I am hoping to attend training on the fundraising module of the database in June.  
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Foundation Board Member Terms

OFFICERS Expires NOTES:
President Robert Leger 9/19/2016 2-year term
Vice President Irwin Gratz 9/19/2015 1-year term
Secretary Jane Kirtley 9/19/2015 1-year term
Treasurer Howard Dubin 9/19/2015 1-year term

BOARD MEMBERS Expires Group Notes
Todd Gillman 9/19/2015 C 3-year term
Irwin Gratz 9/19/2015 C 3-year term
Alex Jones 9/19/2015 C 3-year term
Bill Ketter 9/19/2015 C 3-year term
Al Leeds 9/19/2015 C 3-year term
Hagit Limor 9/19/2015 C 3-year term
David Carlson 9/19/2016 B 3-year term
Al Cross 9/19/2016 B 3-year term
Howard Dubin 9/19/2016 B 3-year term
Steve Geimann 9/19/2016 B 3-year term
Russel Pulliam 9/19/2016 B 3-year term
Dave Aeikens 9/19/2016 B 3-year term
John Ensslin 9/19/2016 B 3-year term
Sonny Albarado 9/19/2017 A 3-year term
Fred Brown 9/19/2017 A 3-year term
Jay Evensen 9/19/2017 A 3-year term
Kelly Hawes 9/19/2017 A 3-year term
Jane Kirtley 9/19/2017 A 3-year term
Mac McKerral 9/19/2017 A 3-year term
Sally Lehrman 9/19/2017 A 3-year term
Kevin Smith 9/19/2017 A 3-year term
Dave Cuillier 9/19/2015 SPJ 1-year term
Sue Kopen Katcef 9/19/2015 SPJ 1-year term
Bill McCloskey 9/19/2015 SPJ 1-year term
Tony Hernandez 9/19/2015 SPJ 1-year term
Dana Neuts 9/19/2015 SPJ 1-year term
Paul Fletcher 9/19/2015 SPJ 1-year term
Rebecca Baker 9/19/2015 SPJ 1-year term
Lynn Walsh 9/19/2015 SPJ 1-year term

Bold indicates term expires in 2015
Italics indicates SPJ appointee for one-year term expiring in 2015
Expiration terms are approximate, determined by annual convention.
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